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Abstract

Digital Video Broadcast (DVB) is rapidly becoming a world-wide standard for

delivery of digital TV and data services. It defines its own networking technologies, and

uses the MPEG-2 Transport Stream (MPEG2 TS) for transmission, often over satellite.

The Internet, however, is increasingly being called upon for such high-rate streamed

applications, because IP networks are flexible, cheap, and ubiquitous, and offer shorter

delay than satellite.

Neveltheless, the Internet is based on a best-effolt service model, presenting a

major chalienge to quality of service (QoS) delivery of a DVB stream over a network

congested with other data flows requiring a high level of service. This thesis presents two

approaches to addressing this challenge, under the assumption that the underlying

network does not provide any QoS guarantees. A congestion control scheme is developed

based on selective dropping of packets in the MPEG2 TS that are least relevant to quality,

In addition, a tlaffic engineering apploach is examined that load balances the MPEG2 TS

over multiple paths thlough the network.

A typical DVB-over-IP (DoIP) system is modeled in OPNET so that simulations

could be run to evaluate the two approaches, focusing on loss as a performance measure.

Results show that the congestion control scheme proposed in this thesis can, in general,

improve the combined loss rate of two or more DoIP systems that are transmitting over a

bottleneck in the network. In palticular', a gain gleater than 507o is seen in the amount of

data received from the contlol streams of two DoIP systems that transmit at the same rate

(producing a tlaffic intensity on the bottleneck link of around 1.4). Other mechanisms



must be used however, in cases where a DoIP stream is vying for bandwidth ',¡/ith other

flows that have higher QoS. Furthelmore, network loss can be completely eliminated by

using packet based load balancing over multiple paths, if a sequencing mechanism is in

place at the Leceiver to ensure that loss does not occur from out-of-order arrivals.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

1..1. Problem Context

Digital Video Broadcast (DVB) is the current revolution in High Definition

Television (HDTV) transmission and Dilect-to-Home Internet delivery. DVB streaming

video is transmitted typically over satellite uplink using the MPEG-2 transport stream

(MPEG2 TS). With the emetgence of high-speed ttansmission media over the Internet,

systems ale being developed for DVB transmission over IP Wide Area Networks

(wAN).

Since the Intelnet, rooted by the Internet Protocol (IP), is based on best-effort

service, the major challenge with delivery of high rate strcaming multimedia is to satisfy

rcquired guarantees of the netwotk Quality of Ser.vice (QoS). With str.eaming video

applications (streaming meaning that playout of the video is begun at the r.eceiver in r.eal-

time while later fi'ames are still being sent) the QoS parameters are end-to-end delay,

jitter, and loss [Milas]. Some well known Intetnet QoS pr.oposals exist such as Intserv

and Diffserv (described in IK&R]), however, these strategies require that the underlying

network supports them. Futthermore, scalability is a concern with Intserv when dealing

with broadcast media, and the level of selvice assurance providedby Dffierv may be too

low for the high demands of HDTV.

In recent years there has been explosive growth in development and deployment

of networked applications that transmit and receive streaming video [K&R]. For

example, Linear Systems,ltd has developed a technology called Ip Caster@, a system



for delivery of DVB over Gigabit Ethernet (GbE). The IP Caster@ is deployed at the

ingress and egress points of the network, acting as a bridge between DVB (MPEG2 TS)

and Ethernet. This system is used as a basis for this thesis. It transmits ove¡ its GbE

interface at a constant bit rate (CBR), with data rates between five and many hundreds of

gigabits per second, depending on the source. Such high r.ates can lead to degradation of

network quality due to what is known as "bandwidth capacity overflow" [Visio]. This

condition occurs when there is a link in the network where, on average, more bytes per

second must travel than the capacity ofthe link could allow. In [Visio], four possible

remedies to this condition are discussed:

Lower bandwidth requirements: One option is to lower the bit rate transmitted by

the source, which can be achieved by higher compression. This is beyond the

scope of this thesis. Another option is to lower the number of frames per second

that are delivered.

lncrease link capacity: It is the responsibility of the network service providers to

ensure sufficient link capacity. This is beyond the scope of this thesis, and it is

assumed that link capacities are usually not sufficient for high rate video.

Traffic engineering: This tefers to the routing of Internet traffic over alternate

network paths. In particular, a link suffering from bandwidth capacity overflow

can be avoided by choosing an alternate path, or. the video stream traffic can be

divided over many paths, reducing the load over the congested link. IP networks

use routing plotocols such as OSPF to determine the best route on a per-packet

basis, providing link metrics that are proportional to link capacities.

Bandwidth Arbitration Policies: This involves deployment of QoS strategies to

albitrate bandwidth usage, such as lzfs¿ry and, Dffien. There are alternatives for



more dynamic redistribution of bandwidth, if no strategies are supported by the

network, or if the service assured by resoulce reservation is not sufficient. One

such alternative is congestion control. Congestion can be detected and avoided to

provide graceful degradation of service (based on frame rate or image quality).

This thesis will focus on the latter two techniques, traffic engineering and bandwidth

arbitration using congestion contlol.

1.2 Problem Definition

The focus of this thesis is the design and evaluation of two solutions to the

plobiem of improving quality of delivery undel congestion conditions, with no guarantee

of delivery provided by the network. In particular, a congestion control strategy is

developed based on packet dropping at the ingress point to the Internet. The algorithm is

designed to benefit from the ploperties of MPEG video encoding and the priority of

media types in the MPEG2 transport stleam (video, audio, and control). The algorithm

requires up{o-date knowledge on network conditions; netwo¡k quality in terms of packet

loss will be constantly measuled at the egress point and fed back to the ingress device

where the transmitted rate can be adjusted.

In addition, a traffic engineering technique is examined to load balance video

traffic over multiple paths over the WAN, reducing the load on congested paths. This

technique assumes that the WAN supports a routing protocol capable of unequal-cost

multipath, such as EIGRP or OSPF. Since OSPF does not support unequal-cost routes, a

simple modification to the protocol is presented so that unequal-cost load balancing can

be implemented. Since EIGRP and OSPF are Interior. Gateway Protocols (IGP), the

WAN is restdcted to a single Autonomous Sysrem (AS) on the Internet [LGW].



To evaluate the two methods, a model is pfesented of a DVB-over-Ip system

based on the IP Caster@ developed by Zlnear Systetns Ltd.. The model is developed in

OPNET, a popular discrete-event simulation tool for network modeling and performance

prediction. The model implements the two aforementioned solutions, and is used to

measule the effectiveness of each stlategy on the transport stream quality after the egress

device. Pelfolmance measufes will be developed based on packet ioss. The requirements

for delay and jittel are addressed only minimally, and left out of performance measure

studies (see section 5. 1).

Traffic is generated in the OPNET simularions by importing MPEG2 TS dara

directly from a trace file of the movie "The Matrix", and is sent over a Vy'AN that spans

the geographical alea of the United States. Statistics ate gather.ed for packet ioss

measutes in simulations with no netwotk congestion, with a congested network but no

congestion control, and, finally, with a congested network with the developed congestion

control stlategy implemented.

Simulations arc run in which the video stream is transmitted over a single path

th¡ough the WAN, and are compared with simulations in which the video stream is load

balanced over multiple paths. These paths may consist of many of the same ..cost',, 
ol.

possibly others of greater cost. Again, the simulations are compared using statistics

gathered on packet loss.

1.3 Outline of Thesis

This thesis is organized as follows: The next chapter gives a background on the

technologies involved in a typical system for.delivery ofan MpEG2 Transport Stream



over the lnternet. Chapter 3 outlines the proposed congestion control scheme, and chapter

4 outlines the tlaffic engineering approach. The OPNET simulations are described and

the two approaches are evaluated in chapter 5, and finally conclusions are drawn in

chapter 6.



Chapter 2

Background

2.1 DVB-over-IP

Digital Video Broadcast (DVB) is a European initiative that is rapidly becoming

the world-wide standard for delivery of digital high definition TV. Equipment

confoming to the DVB standard is now in use on six continents [ERG]. The standard is

managed by the EuÍopean Telecommunications Standards Institute (ETSI).

DVB is a tlanspolt technology that defines its own physical, media access, and

network protocols. It is not compatible with mainstream data networ.king technologies.

DVB interfaces at'e available fol satellite, cable, teuestrial bloadcast and studio

equipment.

Other technologies exist for digital video interfaces, such as the North American

standards SMPTE 310M and 259M, defined by the Advanced Television Systems

Committee (ATSC) for Digital Television (DTV).

DVB requires high-speed, low-latency communication links for transmission

[Linear]. There is gleat potential benefit in allowing it to be transmitted over the new

high speed lP-based networks as we transition to a digital television age. Internet

transmission media offer a much shorter time delay between points compared to the

highel delays introduced by satellite, for example. It is thus more effective for interactive

applications where a response delay is annoying. It could also be effective for

broadcasting sporting events from a metlopolitan area where high speed network

bandwidth is available. A network inte¡face could be established for point-to-point



transmission between a stadium and the broadcasting studio. The interface could also be

applied at the home environment as a video acquisition device. Broadcasting companies

will be using stol'age area network (SAN) technologies to archive contents, as well as

technologies for back-hauì of video from the studios to distribution points that may

include cable head ends or affiliates. Broadcast netwo¡ks are also being used to send

program streams to member stations. Furthermore, DVB has a provision to transport user

data, which can make use of high bandwidth netwolk connections to exchange ver.y high-

resolution medical images between hospitals, central databases, and specialists for

analysis.

A DVB-over-IP (DoIP) system requires bridge devices at the ingr.ess and egress

points of the network. Hereafter, a bridge device at an ingress point is called a DoIp

transmitter, and a blidge device at an egress point a DoIP receiver'. The transmittel acts as

a bridge between an IP network and the DVB encoder, connected to the transmitter

typically via satellite or temestlial cable through a DVB (ASI) or SMpTE interface.

Similally, the leceiver acts a bridge between the IP network and the link to the DVB

decoder. This a¡chitecture is shown in figure 2.1.

A DVB-over-IP device should support IP multicast (one-to-many

communication). If a video strcam is to be transmitted to multiple receiver.s, it would be a

waste of network resources to bfoadcast the stream over all network paths. DoIp

leceivers can subscribe to a multicast group using the lnternet Group Management

Protocol (IGMP), limiting the bloadcast only to that gtoup.

DVB utilizes the MPEG-2 video compression and transmission scheme

standardized by the International olganization for standardization (ISo). For transport

ovel an IP network, the Real-time Transport Protocol (RTP) is typically used above the
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Figure 2.1: A typical DVB-over-IP system involves a single device to transmit an

MPEG-2 stream over the Internet, and one or many receivers to restore the MPEG-2

strcam and deliver it to a DVB decoder.

User Datagram Protocol (UDP). The next section overviews MPEG-2, followed by a

section to rcview RTP, and finally, the scheme to blidge the two protocols concludes the

chapter.

2.2 Overview of MPEG-2 and the MPEG-2 Transport Stream

This section overviews the important aspects of MPEG-2 compression, and the

MPEG-2 transport stream. Sensitivity to data loss is given focus, since it is the major

performance measure examined in this thesis.

2.2.1 MPEG-2 Encoding and Compression

MPEG is an encoding and compression system for storage and retrieval of digital

multimedia content defined by the Motion Pictures Expert Group (MPEG). MPEG-2



extends the basic MPEG system to provide compression support for TV quality

transmission of digital video. It has become the standard for digital TV because it

plovides good compression (raw HDTV lequiles 1-1.5 Gbps bandwidth, whereas MPEG-

2 broadcast quality HDTV lequiles 12-20 Mbps) using standard algorithms [ERG]. The

MPEG-2 video complession algorithm achieves very high rates of compression by

exploiting the redundancy in video information. MPEG-2 removes both the temporal

redundancy and spatial redundancy which are present in motion video. Temporal

redundancy represents replications and similatities between successive frames. It is

common for the content of a video scene to rcmain fixed or to change only slightly

between successive frames. Spatial redundancy represents replications and similarities in

a single frame. Figve 2.2 illustrates temporal and spatial rcdundancy. The MPEG-2

video standard defines 3 types of compressed frames:

Inn'a-coded. frame (1 frame) uses only spatial compression (least compressed)

Predictive coded frame (P frame) uses temporal compression relative to the

previous P orf frame

Bïdirectional coded frame (B fi'ame) uses temporal complession relative to both

the previous and next 1 or P frame (most compressed)

The use of the I-frame allows MPEG-2 to be robust since these frames provide for

random access and error propagation reset points (they do not tefer to other frames). The

use of P and B frames plovide for more efficient compression. A sequence of compressed

frames forms what is known as a Group of Pictures (GoP). The GoP size is defined as the

number of frames between two 1 frames, and is typically six for lossy networks (e.g.

IBBPBB) [Lomb].

In MPEG-2 encoding for leal-time transmission, the GoP structure plays an
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Figure 2.2: Spatial and Temporal redundancy (taken from [ERG])

important role. GoPs which are too short (having high frequency ofl frames) cause high

transmission bandwidth; on the other hand, GoPs which are too long cause encoding error

propagation. When a reference frame (1or P) is lost, this will affect the non intra-coded

frames in the GoP which reference the lost packet [Vers]. Furthermore, when an l frame

is lost, there is no refelence fol the B frames at the end of the previous GoP. Thus, loss of

an 1 frame rendels useless not only the whole GoP, but part of the previous GoP.

It is not always possible to compress every frame of a video clip to the same

extent. Some palts of a clip may have low spatial redundancy (e.g. complex picture

content), while othel parts may have low temporal ledundancy (e.g. fast moving

sequences). The complessed video stream is therefole naturally of variable bít rate. For

transmission over a public IP network whete thele are practical limits on bandwidth, it is

necessary to trânsnìit the encoded video info¡rnation with a fixed bit rate [Philips].

Constant bit rate (CBR) MPEG-2 encodels are available f'or this reason. A CBR encodel.

sacrifices video quality by alterirÌg the quantizaiion scale on a fi.ane-by-frame basis. To

minimize the impact on picture quality, a CBR encoder can selectively discard

information in the most detailed pictures while preserving less detailed picture content

tERGl.
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Encoder l: Decoder

Figure 2.3: The MPEG-2 architecture (taken from [Isnar]).

2,2.2 The MPEG-2 Transport Stream

An MPEG-2 architecture multiplexes a video channel, an audio channel, and

timing and control information as well as potentially other user data into a single

transmission. Figute 2.3 illustrates this architecture.

The MPEG-2 standald defines how to fomat these various component parts,

k¡own as Elementary Streams (ES), of a multimedia program. It also defines how these

components are combined into a single synchronous transmission bit stream, the MpEG-

2 Transport Stream (MPEG2 TS). After encoding, the Elementary Strcams are broken

into Packetized Elementary Streams (PES). A video PES is for.med with typically one

packet t'epresenting one compressed frame. A PES packet can thus be fixed o¡ varjable

size, up to a maximum of 65536 bytes. A video packet is typically between i0-30 KB,

and an audio packet is typically alound 4KBr. Each PES packet has a header of minimum

size six bytes (nine bytes for an audio or video PES packet). This header contains the

I Packet sizes are taken from the MPEG-2 trace file of the m ovie "The Matrix" provided by Lirrcar systents,
Ltd.

tl



following fields

Three byte start code (0x000001)

stream ID (one byte)

PES packet length

The sheam ID specifies the type and number of the elementary stream (0x 1 10x xxxr

represents audio stleam numbel-txxtx, 0x1110 xtx.r represents video stream number

x¿r¡)[ISO]. The PES packet length specifies the number ofbytes in the PES packet

following the last byte of this field. A value of 0 indicates that the PES packet length is

neither specified nor bounded and is allowed only in PES packets whose payload consists

of bytes fi'om a video elementary stream,

Packetized elementary streams are not suited fo¡ transmission. Each PES packet is

broken into fixed-sized transport packets and multiplexed into the MPEG2 TS as shown

in Figure 2.4 (a). The transport stream acts as suitable transmission layer for

environments that are susceptible to packet loss. The Transport Stleam consists of a

constant rate sequence of 188 byte packets (4 byte header + 184 byte payload). The

header format is shown in Figure 2.4 (b). The sync byte is the well-known bit pattern

0x47 (0100 01 1 1). A set of three flag bits are used to indicate how the payload should be

processed. Of importance is the payload unit start indicator flag. This bit, when set,

signifies that the payload of this TS packet contains the first byte of a new PES packet.

The PID indicates the type ofthe data stored in the packet payload. This is used to

uniquely identify the stream to which the packet belongs (i.e. which PES packets

conespond to which ES). Some PID values are predefined and are used to indicate

various streams of contlol information. A packet with an unknown PID, or one with a

PID which is not required by the receiver, is silently discarded. The particular PID value

12
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Figure 2.4: Forming the tlansport stream from audio and video PES's (taken from

[Isnar]) (a); TS header format (taken from IERGI) (b)

of0x1FFF is reserved to indicate that the packet is a null packet (and is to be ignored by

the leceiver).

The following control streams and PID values are predefined:

. Plogram Association TabÌe (PAT): PID = 0

o Conditional Access Table (CAT): PID = I

¡ PID's 2 though 15 are also reselved

The PAT and CAT streams are a part of what is known as Program Stream Information

l3



a)

b)

Figure 2.5: Forrning a Multiple Program Transport Stream (a); The multiplexed

components of a MPTS (both taken fLom [ERG]) (b).

(PSI), shown in figure 2.5, used by the receiver to de-multiplex the elements of the

transport stream.

The adaptation field control segment of the TS header is used to indicate the

presence of an additional header segment known as the adaptation field. This field

usually contains at least two bytes, a length field followed by a set of 1-bit flags. Among

these flags is an Elementary Stream Priority hxdiccttor (BsPf),located at bit thee ofthe

second byte. Setting this bit indicates that the payload of the TS packet has a higher

14



prioúty. ln the case of video this occurs only if the payload contains a part of an 1 frame.

There are two types of Transport Stleams. A Single Program Transport Stre(tm

(SPf,! is a single TV program or multimedia stream with a video PES and an audio PES,

and possibly PES's for other types of information required to construct the program (e.g.

subtitles). A Multiple Progrotn Transport Stream (MPTS) contains multiple SPTS's

combined. This larger aggregate also contains all the control information (PSI), and any

other data which is to be sent. Figule 2.5 shows the components of a MPTS.

The MPEG2 TS is the input to the Transport Layer and is not itself a transport

layer protocol. No mechanism is plovided to ensure the reliable delivery of the

transported data, MPEG-2 lelies on underlying layers for such seruices. \ty'hen

tlansmitted over an IP network, RTP is commonly used for this purpose.

2.3 Summary of RTP and RTCP

The Real Time Protocol (RTP), defined in [Schul03], became a Full Internet

Standald in May 2004 for the tlansport of real-time multimedia data. RTP consists of two

plotocols, separating the tlansport of data fi'om the exchange of control information. The

contlol protocol is called the ReaI Time Control Prolocol (RTCP), This section discusses

the format ofRTP data transport followed by RTCP and how it can be used to exchange

control information such as network packet loss.

2.3.1 RTP Data Transport

The data part of RTP is a thin protocol providing support for applications with

real-time properties such as stleaming audio and video. The support includes timing

reconstruction, loss detection, and security and content identification [Schul97]. It is

15



Figure 2.6: RTP is located above UDP as part ofthe Transport layer in the OSI model

tK&Rl.

intended to be malleable to the specific application and independent of the transpoú

layer, which is typically UDP. ln spite of this, RTP is viewed as being a part of the

transport layer in the OSI model, as shown in Figure 2.6.

For transport of an MPEG2 TS, it merely provides timing and sequencing

information by attaching its header to a UDP packet. RTP data packets contain no length

indication; hence the maximum length of RTP packets is limited by the underlying

protocols. The RTP profile for audio and video data, given in [AVT], registers UDp ports

5004 and 5005 for the RTP data and RTCP parts respectively.

RTP does not addrcss resource reservation and does not guarantee quality-of-

service [K&R], but provides the tools for use by the application layer to do so. RTp is not

limited to point-to-point (unicast) applications. RTP packets from a single source can be

sent to multiple destinations (multicast) if the underlying network supports Ip multicast.

RTP multicast streams, all SPTS's from one or many sources that belong together, form

an RTP session.

The RTP header is shown in Figure2.7. The first nine bits of an RTP packet are

format fields which are ilrelevant to the scope of this thesis, The pcyio ad type field

l6



Format
fields

Payload
type

Sequence
number

Timestamp Synchronization
source identifier

Other
fields

Figure2.7: RTP header format. The first 12 bytes are required, with the other fields

optional (not used for transporting an MPEG2 TS).

identifies the format of the RTP payload using well known codes (33 for MPEG2 SPTS,

96 for MPTS [Liu]). The two byte sequence number increments by one for each RTP data

packet sent by a source, and may be used by the receiver to detect packet loss and to

restore packet sequence. The initial value of the sequence number is random. The four

byte timestamp reflects the sampling instant (target transmission time) of the first data

byte in the RTP data packet. The sampling instant is derived from a 2'7MHz clock

leference [Liu] that increments monotonically and linearly in time. The timestamp allows

fol syncll'onization andjitter calculations at the leceiver. The resolution ofthe clock

leference must be sufficient for the desired synchronization accuracy and for measuring

packet aruival jitter (explained in section 2.5). The timestamp can also be used to derive

the session bit rate, assuming it is constant and that the size of the RTP packets are

known. Finally, the Synchronizalion Source ldenlfier (SSRC) is a four byte field that

identifies the source of synchronization, which is important if multiple streams are

multiplexed together.

When encapsulating an MPEG2 TS the RTP payload will contain an integral

number of MPEG2 TS packets [Hoffl, the number depending on the Maximum

Transrnission Unit (MTU) of the underlying network protocols.
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NTP
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RTP
Timestamp

Sender
packet
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Sender
octef

count

llecepnon
Report
Rlncks

Figure 2.8: RTCP packet header format. Fields in both SR and RR packets are in

bold. The middle five bytes ate only in sender report packets.

2.3.2 RTCP

The function ofRTCP is to exchange control information, used to provide

feedback on the end-to-end quality of data distribution. Sources and destinations

exchange report packets over a sepalate UDP connection at regular intervals. The report

packets contain statistics such as network packet loss and jitter. There are two major

report types, receiver reports and sendel reports. A RTCP participant (sender or receiver)

sends a Sendel Report (SR) if it has sent any RTP data packets recently2, otherwise an

RR is issued. The SR and RR packet header format is shown in figur.e 2.8. The header

begins with four bytes of format fields (iruelevant to this thesis), followed by a four byte

sender SSRC. This contains the SSRC identifier for the originator of this SR packet. The

eight byte N?P timestamp and four byte ÀZP timestamp fields are given in sender reports

for synchronization purposes and round-trip propagation measurements. The sender

packet count and sender octet coutlt fields give the total number of RTP data (packets and

bytes, respectively) transmitted by the sender since starting transmission up until the time

this SR packet was generated. These values are used in data loss calculations.

A Reception Repolt Block (RRB) conveys statistics on the reception of RTp

packets from a single synchronization source. Repor.t packets ca[ry one RRB for each

18
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Figure 2.9: RTCP exchanges over a multicast network

synchronization source received. The significant statistics in an RRB a¡e:

,ISRC_z (32 bits): The SSRC identifier of the source to which the information in

this reception lepolt block pertains.

Fraction /osr (8 bits): The fraction of RTP data packets from source.!,gRC_z lost

since the previous SR or RR packet was sent. It is expressed as the integer paÍ

after multiplying the loss fraction by 256. This fraction is defined to be the

number ofpackets lost divided by the number of packets expected (as described

by the next two fields).

Cumulative number of packets lost (24 bits): The total number of RTP data

packets lost since the beginning of leception

Extended highest sequence nuntber received (32 bits): The highest sequence

number received in an RTP data packet from the source (interpreted as the

number of packets expected)

RTCP packets are tlansmitted by each participant in an RTp session to all other

participants in the session, as shown in figure 2.9. In a multicast environment, all RTp
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and RTCP packets belonging to the RTP session use the same multicast address. There is

a potential scalability issue over lalge multicast networks, which is addressed using

bandwidth scaling. The total RTCP bandwidth usage is limited to 5Vo of the RTp session

bandwidth: 75Vo of this to tho receiver(s), and 257o to the sender(s). Also, the RTCP

transmission interval is controlled based on the number of participants (Ð, so that

Transmission period = N*(RTCP packet size) i (0.05 * RTP session bandwidth)

Each palticipant can determine ly' based on the number RTCP packets rcceived from

different participants. In this thesis, only MPTS multicast from a single DoIP transmitter

is consideled, eliminating the possibility of multiple sources,

Other RTCP packet types are defined in [Schul03] aside from repor.t packets. It is

required that an SDES packet be included with all report packets sent. This packet must

contain a SSRC and an associated canonical end-point identifier (CNAME) in order to

provide a binding from the randomly allocated SSRC identifier to an identifier for the

participant that rcmains constant. The CNAME is necessary because the SSRC can

change if there is a conflict with another SSRC, or the participant is r.ebooted. The

CNAME can be the "dotted decimal" IP address of the interface the participant uses for

RTP communication.

A BYE packet can also be included if a participant wishes to leave the session.

This BYE packet can also indicate that the RTP source is no longer active. The packet

must include the SSRC of the source.

The optional APP packet is not needed fo¡ a DoIP system as there is no

application level information to exchange, and it is not discussed in this thesis.
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Figure 2.10: Example RTP packet ovel Ethernet (1500 byte MTU). A rypical group

size is 7.

2.4MPEG2 TS over IP

The DoIP transmitter and receivel must act as a grouping system to multiplex and

de-multiplex the MPEG2 TS stream to/from larger RTP datagrams. The size of the RTP

datagrams depends on the underlying lnternet medium (e.g. 1500 bytes for Ethernet). The

DoIP transmitter is responsible for the buffer.ing of the incoming stream of MPEG-2

packets and encapsulating them into RTP packets. Figure 2.10 shows the grouping ofTS

packets into a RTP Ethernet datagrarn3. The number ofTS packets gr.ouped into an RTp

packet is refeüed to as the group size. Once the transmitter has enough MPEG-2 packets

to form a fi'ame, it is immediately transmitted over the Internet where one or possibly

many receivers pick up the frame and le-assemble the MPEG-2 stream.

Since the incoming TS is a constant bit rate, RTP packets will be tl.ansmitted at

legula!' intewals and their timestamps will be synchronously increased. This will altow

fol acculate estimation of the bit rate by the receivers.

The DoIP receiver is responsible for restoring the MPEG2 TS str.eam in

synchronous playout from the RTP stream that has been affected by delay, jitter, and loss

from the IP network. Receivers typically use a de-jitter buffet to counteract the effects of

3 The IP Castet€ developed by Linear Systems, Ltd. has network interfaces for Gigabit, l0 and 100 Base-T
Ethernet. It also has suppo¡t fo¡ Jumbo Ethernet - variable frame sizes of up to 1ó,1 14 bytes, although
many network devices do not suppoft such large Íìames. The larger the frame size the better [Linear].
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Figure 2. 1 1: Timing diagram of a DoIP transmitter and receiver (client) where the

receiver uses playout delay to eliminate jitter.

network jitter. On start-up, the receiver buffers incorning RTP packets for an arbitrary

length of time known as the playout delay. This time must be long enough so that the

majority of RTP packets are received before their delayed playout time. This process is

shown in figure 2.i 1. In general, the larger the playout delay, the more robust a receiver

is to packet loss, however at the sacrifice of longer interactive delays. This playout delay

can be fixed throughout the session, or it may vary adaptively during the session.

A form of this adaptive playout delay is used by the IP Caster@ in its receiver

algorithm ll-inear]. In sholt, the receiver creates a circular buffer of double the size of the

data acquiled duling the initial playout delay time. The receiver also uses this period to

estimate the bit rate of the soulce tÍanspolt stream, based on the RTP timestamps and

amount of data collected. The receiver implements an adaptive emission bit rate,

periodically re-estimating the received rate ofRTP packets from the network and

adapting the rate of emission from the receive buffer accordingly. The algorithm uses a

PI compensator for control feedback, which is highty damped to provide for smooth

q)
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É
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ct-rt
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playout. If the buffer becomes empty or full due to network inducedjitter, the process is

reset (dropping all packets in the buffer if necessary). Any packet arriving out-of order,

according to the RTP sequence numbers, is discarded and packets that are missing

(signified by a gap in the RTP sequence numbers) are replaced with MPEG2 null packets.

2.5 QoS Measures

There are tfuee important QoS measures of importance when dealing with real-

time streaming media: End+o-end delay, jitter', and loss [Miras]. A best-effort IP

network, one with no QoS guarantees, is prone to high levels ofall of these factors when

used to transport DVB.

End-to-end delay is the accumulation of transmission delay, propagation delay

and queuing delay over the network, as well as processing delay from the DoIp

tlansmitter and teceiver as well as from the encoder and decoder. The most significant of

the delays is the playout delay introduced by the r.eceiver, which is set to be lat ger than

(thus canceling the effects oÐ other types of delays. Jitter is the term used to describe the

variance in end-to-end delay which, in the scope of this thesis specifically, means the

variance in the interaffival times of the TS packet stream received at the DVB decoder.

Delay and jitter are mostly imelevant, as streaming digital video playout occurs at

a rate of50-60 frames per second, which is too slow to be affected by typical delays and

jitters introduced in a Vr'AN [Visio]. Furthermore, delays are introduced at the encoder

due to predictive comprcssion, and at the receiver side due to buffering forjitter r.emoval.

Playout delays of up to 10 seconds are acceptable, according to [Miras], assuming that

thele is no requirement for usel interaction. Such latge playout delays effectively negate

any jitter concelns.
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Loss of RTP datagrams can occur over an IP network if it is congested. Since

neither UDP nor RTP provides any congestion ol flow control, packets can be lost due to

buffer overflows in routers along the network path. This is known as netwotk loss. This

loss could be elirninated by using the Transport Control Protocol (TCP) for transport

instead of UDP, since TCP retransmits packets that are missing at the receiver. However,

a rctransmission mechanism is undesirable for leal-time strearning media since it

increases end-to-end delay IK&R]. Furthermore, TCP congestion control reduces the

transmission rate at the sender if network loss occuls, which impair.s the real-time playout

schedule at the receivel'. But moderate packet loss can be tolerated in video and audio

streams, so UDP is prefemed over TCP.

In addition, loss can occul due to the buffering at the leceiver. Packets from the

RTP strcam will be dlopped ifthey are out of order, and will result in parts ofthe

decoded DVB stream being replaced with MPEG2 null packets. Also, if a large burst of

RTP packets ovelwhelms the leceivet, a chunk of consecutive TS packets will be lost due

to the receive buffer being flushed. Packet loss due to these factors is known as delay

loss.

User tolerance for network and delay loss is below 17o for high quality strearning

audio/video, according to [Miras]4. The severity of the effect on user-perceived quality

depends on the encoding and the GoP position and detail level ofthe frame to which lost

packets belong, as discussed in section 2.2.1.The tolerable loss can be increased with

more robust encoding at the sender (see [Miras]), erroL concealment techniques at the

rcceiver (see [Miras] and [Vers]) and with error recovery techniques such as forward

effor coffection and interleaving (see [K&R]), which ar.e all beyond the scope of this

4 Packet loss below 10'5 is recommended by ITU-T, WG T1At.3 for MpEG-2 video, according to
IMiras]
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thesis. Even so, if the path between transmitter and rcceiver is severely congested, these

techniques will be insuff,rcient. The two approaches that arc examined in this thesis

attempt to pre-empt congestion and selectively choose where the loss occurs to maximize

quality, or to le-route the network path to avoid the congestion.

2.6 Multipath Load Balancing

Routing in an IP WAN is provided by routing protocols. The purpose of these

protocols is to form the best single route from a source to a destination on a packet-

switched environment. Thus, high data rate traffrc, such as what occurs in an RTP

session, is restricted to a single path from the source to a particular destination ove¡ the

Internet. The Internet is also being used to transpolt other media: applications such as

FTP involving transfers of large amounts of data a.r'e becoming increasingly

commonplace in today's information age, such as new technologies in [He] and [Mars].

With lapidly increasing netwolk loads, congestion and failed links are likely to become a

large problem for quality DoIP delivery. A congested link causes packets to be dropped

as the associated router's buffer becomes full. Since the late of transfer over a network

path is restricted to that of the link with least available bandwidth (the path is only as fast

as its slowest link), a congested or low bandwidth link causes a reduction in t¡ansmission

rate.

The Intelnet is a vast web of links, and by discovering multiple paths the

bandwidth of other links could be used to reduce the load on congested links, or avoid it

altogether. More than one path to the same destination can be stored in the routing tables,

when multiple paths of the same minimum cost exist. This is known as equal-cost multi-

path. Routers can also storc paths of greater cost than the minimum, giving an unequal-
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cost multipath architecture.

Once multiple paths are discovered, traffic can be split among them, a technique

known as load balancing. Load balancing makes more efficient use of available

bandwidth resources. Howevel, some caveats have prevented multipath load balancing

from being widely deployed on the Internet. Routing loops can occur when forming a

multipath envilonment and loss of packet stleam sequence can occur when load

balancing is implemented.

2.6,1 Forming a Multipath Environment

The most common routing protocol used on the Internet today is the Open

Shortest Path First (OSPF) protocol [Bala]. The "Open" means that it is non-proprietary;

it is a well-known standard defined in [Moy]. OSPF is a shortest path routing algorithm,

meaning that each OSPF router computes a best path to all desired destinations. In

computing a best path "best" can mean:

Minimize # of hops

Minimize end-to-end delay

Greatest available bandwidth

kast congested

Others (E.g. security, economics, politics.)

To compute a best path, OSPF must have global knowledge about the networ.k.

oSPF is a link state protocol meaning each router floods information about the state ofall

of its connecting links periodically to all routers. This allows each router to maintain an

upto-date topological map ofthe entile network, known as a link state database. The

database descdbes the number of routers in the networ*, the router interfaces and links
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between them, and the cost associated with each link. A router then can use the link state

database to build a shortest-path tree (with itself as the root) using Dijkstra's algorithm.

This will give the best path from the router to any destination.

It should be noted that OSPF uses hierarchical routing, meaning that an

Autonomous System (AS) is partitioned into æeas, and link state databases are local to

the area. In this thesis, however, the networks studied are confined to a single area.

OSPF routers can then build theif routing table from their shortest-path tree,

storing an entry for each destination in the network. Each entry contains at least the

destination ID, next hop to the destination, and the cost of the associated path. The cost

(or metric) is the sum of all interface costs on the path. The cost of an interface in OSPF

is directly related to the bandwidth of that interface according to

cost=k/BW,

where ft is a reference bandwidth typically set to i0OMbps, and BI4¡is the bandwidth of

the interface in bits per second. The cost of an interface is calculated this way by default;

however network administrators can easily force the cost ofan interface as discussed in

ICisco03].

OSPF only supports equal-cost multipath routing. When multiple paths of equal

cost exist to a destination they ale stored in a single routing table entr.y. Each one of the

paths is distinguished by having their own next hop field in the entr.y. The Dijkstra

algorithm and routing table build process can be easily modified so that a router can store

other paths to a destination in this manner if any exist that are feasible but are of slightly

higher cost. However this may increase the possibility of occuuence of routing loops.
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A routing loop is a path ttu'ough the network that loops back on itself, causing

traffic to ping-pong between routers until their time{olive expires. Normally, routing

loops only occur either because of a mis-configuration or dur.ing a period when the

internetwork topology is changing [L&D]. If paths longer than the shortest path are

allowed, long-term routing loops can occur even when all routing tables are correct. Fo¡

this reason, plotocols that suppoÌt unequal-cost multipath put a constraint on the

maximum cost of an acceptable path.

The Enhanced Inteliol Gateway Routing Protocol (EIGRP) is a routing protocol

proprietary to Cisco Systems, which supports unequal-cost multipath routing. EIGRP is a

distance vector protocol meaning that neighboring routers exchange cost vectors of

known distances to other destinations, but don't necessalily know the whole topology of

the network. Furthermore, it implements the Diffusing update algorithm (DUAL) which

enables EIGRP to prevent routing loops [Cisco02].

EIGRP uses a composite metric to detemine interface cost. By default, it is based

on bandwidth and delay and can also include path utilization and reliability. It is more

dynamic than that of the OSPF metric, but also less clear-cut.

EIGRP allows for unequal-cost load balancing by placing a timit on the variance

of the cost ofthe paths that it will accept and place in the routing table. To illustrate, a

cost variance, v, for routel R is assigned, usually between i and 1.5. In the cost vectors

for R all candidate paths of cost X, to a destination node D that are gleater than the

cur¡ent shortest path ofcost Yto the same destination node D are placed in the routing

table lor D if Xr/Y is less than or equal to v. EIGRP also enforces a maximum number of

paths to a destination (default 4) tCERTl.

Other protocols such as in [Vutu] and [Zau] ar.e being researched to provide
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unequal-cost multipath routing that is loop free.

2.6,2 lP Load, Balancing

It is the responsibility of the IP layel to perform the load balancing if multiple

paths exist. There ale two types ofload balancing, packet-based and destination-based

(discussed in [OPNET2]). When an IP data packet arives at a router, the IP layer

examines the routing table in order to choose the router interface on which to forward the

packet so that it reaches its destination. The entry that best matches the packet's

destination is selected and the corresponding next-hop address is used as the outgoing

interface addless.

In packet-based load balancing, if there are multiple next-hop addresses, an

address must be chosen so that, on avefage, packets are load-balanced over the paths

according to the path cost. This can be done accor.ding to a random process. For example,

in the case wherc there ale two equal-cost paths with next hops R1 and R2, Rj is selected

with probability 0.5 and R2 is selecred with probabiliry 0.5.

ln the case of multiple unequal-cost paths, the probability of selecting a path

depends on the path cost. For example in the case where thete are 3 paths with next hops

R¿, R2, and R3 with path costs of 1,2, and 3 respectively, the path is selected according to

a uniform distribution. R1 is chosen with probability 0.5, R2 with probability 0.33, and

R3 with probability 0.17 .ln general:

Probability of choosing pathp = (o - costQt) - p) I o

for paths of unequal cost, where o is the sum of all path costs and p is the average path
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cost.

Packeçbased load balancing, however, can lead to increased loss of traffic

sequence. Packets may arrive out of order at the joining node of the paths due to different

bandwidth and delay conditions from the different paths.

Destination-based load balancing, done on a per destination basis, would reduce

the chance of out of ordel'packets. The route chosen would be the same for all packets in

a RTP stream, but would be different from other packets that have a different destination,

if they exist.

Another solution to the problem of out-of-order arrivals is to use a reliable

transport selvice such as TCP, which enforces in-older segment delivery because of its

flow and congestion conttol. However its perfolmance degrades over multiple paths due

to unnecessary tetransmissions, and a reduced sender congestion window (see [læe]).

At the transport level, UDP performs better than TCP over a multipath

architecture (see [Zilkie]). However, ifpacket-based load balancing is to be used, more

leliability is requited to ensure in-ordel delivery if UDP is to be viable over a multipath

architecture. This will be discussed in chapter 4.
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Chapter 3

Congestion Control Approach

3.1 Introduction

This chapter details a solution to the problem of deliver.ing high quality streaming

video under highly congested network conditions using a congestion control strategy. In

essence, the strategy involves selecting data to drop in the transport stream that

minimizes effect on quality in order to reduce network load. The packets selected are

dropped plobabilistically based on the anticipated importance of their data to the quality

of the received stream, and the sevelity of networ.k loss.

The solution framework consists of two components: (1) An algor.ithm that

utilizes RTP and RTCP to determine the severity of the "real+ime" packet loss in the

network, and make this information available to the DoIP transmitter; (2) A congestion

control scheme to selectively dlop packets scheduled fot transmission in order to reduce

the random loss introduced to the transport stream by the congested Ip network.

3.2 Determining and Reporting Network Packet Loss

The tools provided by RTP and RTCP shall be used to calculate the curent

network loss late, and lepolt the statistic to the DoIP transmitter.

The DoIP receiver shall maintain a soft state variable for the current network loss

rate. The state variable, denoted last-fraction_lost, represents the fraction of network

packets lost since the last SR/RR received. According to [Schul03], it is defined as
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wherc pkts_lost is the number of packets lost in the interval, and pkts_expected is the

number of packets expected in the interval. The number of packets expected is

determined by the difference between the highest RTP sequence number received in the

interval and the RTP sequence numbel of the first packet in the interval. The state

variatsles pkts_lost and pkts_expected are mainfained by an algorithm for the DoIP

receiver that is executed when a RTP packet is received. Pseudocode showing this is

given in Appendix 4.1.

Feedback to the transmittel is provided by RTCP report packets in the /ast

fraction Ioú fteld. Three algorithms are developed to accomplish this. They are: (1)

Scheduling of RTCP reports at peliodic intelvals; (2) Forming and sending of RTCP

packets; (3) Packet reception and information update.

3,2.1. Periodic Transmission of RTCP Reports

As discussed in section 2.3, the RTP protocol is designed to allow an application

to scale over session sizes ranging from a few participants to thousands. ln this thesis, the

session participants are restricted to only one sender, and thus the session bandwidth is

assumed to be the bit late of the sender. A participant (sender or receiver) determines the

RTCP packet transmission period by dynamically calculating the average RTCp packet

size and dividing it by its allocated rate. A minimum time of five seconds is enforced for

the transmission period, and on startup the period is initialized to half of this minimum.

These values are taken from an example algolithm for computing the RTCp transmission

interval given in [Schul03]. Pseudocode for the routine in a DoIP receiver to compute the

RTCP tlansmission interval based on this algorithm is given in Appendix B.i.
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3.2,2 Forming and Sending of RTCP Packets

Typically, an RTCP compound packet containing a report packet and an SDES

packet is transmitted every interval by all participants. The report packet formats

described in section 2.3.2 involve two types, sender report and receiver reports. Both the

transmitter and receiver calculate their initial periods and corrunence sending receiver

reports. When the sender begins sending RTP packets, it replaces its receiver reports with

sender reports. A DoIP transmitter will only use the SSRC field in the sender reports. The

field is set accolding to its randomly chosen SSRC for RTP packets. The remaining fields

of the sender report are irrelevant to this thesis. When a sender is finished transmitting, it

tears down the RTCP connection with the receivets by attaching a BYE packet to the end

of a RTCP compound packet.

The receivel sends one RRB for each leceived SR in its receiver report. If RTp

packets have been leceived, and some lost, then it sels the frdction lost field, of the RRB

according to its state variables specified in section 3.1, otherwise it is set to zero.

Optionally, the cumulative packets lost fteld of the RRB can be set to the value of another

state variable which tracks the running sum of packets lost. The SSRC_n field of the RRB

must also be set to the SSRC of the sender so that the transmittet knows that the

information in the RRB is not fol another source. Pseudocode for the routine for a DoIp

participant to form and send RTCP reports is given in Appendix 8.2.

3,2,3 Packet Reception and Information Update

The DoIP transmitter and receiver must maintain soft state variables based on the

RTCP packets they receive. These variables are for the following:

o Average RTCP packet size
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A list of SSRC identifiers for all participants in the RTP session

Number of RTCP participants

The SSRC identifier of the sender (tlansmitting participant)

Fraction of netwolk packets lost since the last SR/RR report

Cumulative number of netwolk packets lost since the staÍ of the session

(optional)

A list of all unique SSRC identifiers from received RTCP packets is kept to keep track of

the number of unique participants in the session. The CNAME for each identifier can

also be kept in this list. If a sender report is received, the SSRC identifier is extracted and

becomes known to the receiver as the SSRC identifier of the sender (which will later be

assigned to the SSRC field of the receiver's RRB's).

If a receiver leport is received, the sendet extracts the RRB. If the SSRC

identifier in the RRB matches the sende¡'s identifier, it extracts the fraction lost and

cumulative pack¿tr lo,rt statistics to update its state variables for use by the congestion

control algorithm. In a multicast environment, a unique fractiorx lost varlable should be

stored in the list with each SSRC identifier received. Note that receive¡s who receive a

RR packet can ignore the enclosed RRB, but must still update its list of identifiers and its

value fo¡ the number of RTCP palticipants.

If a BYE packet is included in the r.eceived packet, then it should be ptocessed

accordingly. Ifit was included with a receiver report, the sender knows that the teceiver

whose SSRC identifier was included in the BYE packet wishes to leave, and should

remove its identifier from its SSRC list and decrease the value of its state variable

reprcsenting the number of participants. If the BYE packet was attached to a sender

report, then all the receivers can cease transmitting RTCP packets as they know that the
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sender has stopped receiving from the source and no more RTP packets are being

transmitted.

In replace of sending BYE packets, senders and receivers can use a timeout

mechanism. For example, ifa sender or leceiver does not receive RTCP packets for

longer than two intervals, appropriate action can be taken.

Appendix 8.3 contains pseudocode for tho routine for a DoIP participant to

process a received RTCP packet.

3.3 A Simpte Congestion Control Atgorithm

A congestion control algorithm was developed for the DoIP transmitter to reduce

the outgoing bit late by dropping incoming MPEG2 TS packets that are of types having

low importance to síeam quality before being encapsulated into RTP packets. It uses the

fraction irsl state variable maintained by the RTCP reception algorithm to adjust the rate

of packet drops. Figure 3.1 shows the role of these algorithms in the functional

alchitecture of a DoIP system.

The type ofdata packets in an MPEG2 tfansport stream can be btoken down into

four types: video, audio, control, and null packets. Video packets are Gop sequences (1,

P, and B frames). Of gleatest impoltance is the control data (signaling tables and other

user data) which is also mole sensitive to loss than video and audio packets. These

packets must not be lost at all cost. Also of high importance are packets containing 1

frame video as discussed in section 2.2.1. Of lower impo(ance are TS packets containing

audio data, or parts of a P ot B frame. These packets can be selectively dropped, but their

dropping rate must be kept to a minimum. This rate, as discussed in section 2.5, should be

kept below |Vo, however if an assumption is made that robust encoding, error tecovery,
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MPEG2 TS

Video Audio Control

Figure 3.1: Functional architecture of a DoIP system showing the role of the

congestion control and feedback algorithms (in bold).

and enor concealment techniques are in place, this rate can be increased. As suggested in

[Milas], a value of 10% is used for this rate, denoted MAX_DROP,in the algor.ithm

designed in this thesis. Finally, null packets ale of lowest priority, and can be dropped at

will.

Based on these priorities, and the estimated frequency ofeach type of packet in

the transpol't sheams, a selective dropping scheme is designed. The pseudocode for this

algorithm is given in Appendix C. The algorithm assumes that an I frame is distinguished

by the setting of the elementat'y stream priority indicatot bit in the video pES header. If

therc is any netwotk loss leported by the RTCP feedback, all null packets ate removed

5The estimation of the fiequency of video, audio, control, and null packets is based on an MpEG2 trace file
of the movie "The Matrix" provided by Línear Sy¡¿¡ls, l,¡i.

Null
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fiom the stream. If the loss rate is greater than the estimated frequency of null packets in

the stream (5Vo), then non l frame video and audio packets are dropped. The dropping

rate of these packets is set to be equal to the network loss rate, obtained from the Íraction

lost state variable, as long as this rate does not exceed MAX_DROP. Control packets and

1 frame video packets ale never dropped. Furthermore, packets that contain PES header

info¡mation arc never dropped since this information is required to intetpret the

lemaining TS packets that make up the PES packet.

This thesis does not examine a congestion control algorithm that would be

optimized in a multicast environment. A simple solution would be to use a dropping rate

equal to the maximum of all loss rates obtained from the ¡eceivers.
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Chapter 4

Traffïc Engineering Approach

4.1 Considerations in Forming a Multipath Environment

Network congestion in an IP WAN can be reduced, and often averted by

distributing traffic over multiple paths between soulce and destination. If multiple paths

exist, either OSPF or EIGRP can be used to discover the routes. The OSPF protocol is

much morc common, but does not discover unequal-cost paths. Allowing for unequal-

cost paths in the routing protocol makes more paths available, and thus decreases the

likelihood of network congestion occum.ing. A simple modification to the Dijkstra

algolithm used by OSPF can be made to provide suppolt for unequal-cost paths. A new

Dijkstra algorithm is given in Appendix D.

Routing loops ale a ploblem when introducing unequal-cost multipath to a link-

state routing protocol. However, it is seen in [Zilkie] that routing loops do not occur in

"backbone heavy" multipath topologies that realize the most effective use of load

balancing. Fulthermore, a low metlic variance should be used (less than 1.5), to keep the

likelihood of routing loops occuming to a minimum, as well as excluding paths that may

be too inefficient.

4.2 Considerations for Load Balancing

In this section, modifications to the DoIP leceiver's buffering algor.ithms are

intloduced to plovide sequence reliability in the case where packet-based load balancing

is employed on a multipath network.
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Given that a multipath envil'onment exists, destination-based load balancing

would, in theory, be more viable than packet-based load balancing for a DoIP system.

This is because of the importance of sequence in the buffering at the DoIP receiver.

Neither RTP nor UDP provides sequence reliability, and if packet-based load balancing is

used, packets ariving at the receiver from different paths over the network will often

amive out of order and be discarded. Destination-based load balancing would distribute

background traffic down othel paths and keep the MPEG2 transport stream in tact.

However, a high bit rate MPEG2 stream may still congest a low bandwidth link on the

netwolk, even if there is no other traffic on the link. Furthermore, a path could get

congested if there are more traffic flows with different destinations than the number of

different paths. This would seem to be likely in today's diverse Internet, especially if the

routing protocol maintains a low metric variance.

Indeed, packet-based load balancing is more viable of a solution if sequence

reliability is provided. This can be achieved by employing some modifications to the

receiver's buffering scheme. The receive buffer holds RTP packets ar.riving on the

incoming IP netwo* interface and delays tlansmission of the encapsulated MpEG2

packets to the decoder by its playout delay time. Normally, when an RTP packet is

received, its MPEG2 packets are inserted at the tail of the circular buffer only if the RTp

packet arived in proper sequence. If an RTP packet aruives out-of-older, however, even

by one inter-packet time, its MPEG2 packets witl be discarded by the receiver.

To prevent this, packets that aüive late can still be inserted into the circular

buffer, maintaining sequence order, as long as their scheduled playout time hasn't

expired. Furthermore, null packets should not be inserted into the circula¡ buffer until

there are packets missing at the scheduled piayout time (as opposed to as soon as an out-
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of-order packet arrives). This can be accomplished by maintaining a list of sequence

numbers for each packet in the circular buffer. An implementation of these modifications

to the receive buffer algorithms is given in pseudocode in Appendix 4.2. It should be

noted that, using this scheme, the longel the playout delay used by the receiver, the more

lobust the receiver would be to packet loss.

In the next chapter, scenarios whele both packet-based and destination-based load

balancing are evaluated, and it is seen that packet-based load balancing over multiple

unequal-cost paths with receivel sequencing can reduce network loss to zero in a

normally congested network.
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Chapter 5

Performance Evaluation

5.1 Design of Performance Measures

This chapter will show that the quality of a DVB MPEG2 Transporr Stream

transmitted over a congested IP network can be improved by using the proposed

congestion control scheme and by using multipath load balancing with receiver

sequencing. This thesis focuses on the study ofloss, as discussed in section 2.5. In

particular, quality is evaluated by the amount of MPEG2 TS packets received at the DVB

decoder, and the amount of each type ofTS packet received, compared to the amount

transmitted by the encoder. The following nomenclature is defined to distinguish the

different types ofTS packets:

¡ Pu: The percentage of MPEG2 TS packets containing any video data received

with respect to the total MPEG2 TS packets tr.ansmitted.

. Pi,: The percentage of MPEG2 TS packets containing 1 frame video data received

with respect to the total MPEG2 TS packets transmitted.

o Ppn: The percentage of MPEG2 TS packets containing P frame or B frame video

data received with respect to the total MPEG2 TS packets tr.ansmitted.

¡ Po: The percentage of MPEG2 TS packets containing audio data received with

respect to the total MPEG2 TS packets tl.ansmitted.

¡ P.: The pelcentage of MPEG2 TS packets containing control or. user data received

with respect to the total MPEG2 TS packets transmitted.

r P,,: The percentage of MPEG2 TS null packets received with respect to the total



MPEG2 TS packets transmitted.

c Pnnti The percentage of ail MPEG2 TS packets received with respect to the total

MPEG2 TS packets transmitted.

It should be noted that Py = P¡,r Ppov, and Pv+ P¿i + P"+ P,,= P¡¡n¡.

Section 2.2.1 discusses how 1 frame data is the most important in decoding the

video stream in an MPEG2 TS. / frames are used as a leference to all other frames in its

own GoP, as well as frames in the preceding GoP. Furthermor.e, it is seen from the

structure of an MPTS described in section 2.2.2 that the control elementary stream is of

higher importance to the decodel than the actual video and audio strcams themselves, as

the information contained in this stream is semantic data crucial to the de-multiplexing of

the MPTS. In addition, user and control data are much more sensitive to loss than

encoded video and audio frames. Of lower importance to quality arc packets containing p

fi'ame or B frame video data, or packets containing audio data. Finally, null packets are of

no importance to the quality of the decoded stream.

Thus, fot evaluating the ploposed congestion control scheme, a simple set of

performance measules for quality shall consist of

p = {P¡,, P,, P¡l',

where Pt represents the combination of packet types of lower importance such that

P¡= Ppn * Pu.

To evaluate the congestion contrcl approach, simulations a¡e run in OPNET

involving a DoIP system transmitting over a congested IP WAN with varying ]evels of

traffic intensity to introduce loss. Traffic intensity for a given network link is the ratio of

total offered traffic load to available bandwidth of the link. Loss can be caused by
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different factors, and is measured in the simulations by the following statistics:

o TS packets /ort: Represents netwolk loss and delay loss from out-of-sequence

packets in units of TS packets. Equivalent to the pftts_/osl state variable

accumulated ovet' the entire simulation dulation,

o TS packets dropped: Represents delay loss caused by the flushing of the receive

buffe¡ due to overllow.

TS packets expected'. Represents the number of TS packets expected by the

receivel, according to the highest sequence numbe¡ of received RTP packets.

Represents the number of RTP packets transmitted by the DoIP transmitter

multiplied by the group size.

Traffic sent: Represents the number of TS packets transrnitted by the source

(encoder).

Trffic received: Represents the number of TS packets received by the decodel..

This is equivalenl Traffic sent less the numbel. of packets dropped by the

congestion contlol scheme at the tlansmitter', if implemente d,less TS packets

dropped.

It should be noted that all TS packets lost due to network loss and delay loss from out-of-

sequence packets ale replaced by null packets and thus do not effect the Traffic received

statistic. Furthermore, the ratio of Troffic received / Trffic sent is equivalent to p,,,"r.

Finally, TS packets expected is conceptually different from Traffic sent (aside from units)

by the number of packets dlopped at the DoIP transmitter fi.om the congestion contr.ol

scheme.

Statistics for P¡,, P", and Pr are also generated by the OPNET model. The goal of

the simulations is to compare simulated scenarios whete the dropping scheme is
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implemented with scenatios without the dropping scheme implemented. A performance

m9asute

G - {G¡,, G,, Gt}

is defined that expresses the gain ofthe values in the set P. For all values, G¡, in the set G,

q = ei - P¡) I P¡* l00Vo,

whefe Pi represents a value in the set P taken from a scenario where the dropping scheme

is not implemented, and Pi fiom a scenario where the dropping scheme is implemented.

As expressed above, Gi replesents the percentage improvement introduced by the

dlopping scheme. Since the dropping scheme handles audio packets and non-/ fi.ame

packets equally, Gi will be equivalent to Go which will be equivalent to Gprv. Thus, G/ can

simply be represented by G¿.

Simulation scenarios involving two DoIP systems transmitting over the same

network are also performed. In this case, an interesting performance measure is the

combined gain of the systems,

G- = {G.¡, G-", G..),

wherc, for all values G*¡ in the set G-, G*¡ is the sum of the gains G, for the individual

systems.

The next section details the OPNET model of the DoIP system and how the
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aforementioned statistics arc collected. Following the next section, the simulation

scenario results are presented and discussed.

5.2 Modeling a DoIP System in OPNET

This section desclibes impoltant featules aná design parameters of the DoIP

system model, and the simulations run in OPNET Modeler version 9.0 to evaluate the

proposed algorithms using the perfolmance measures outlined in the previous section.

OPNET Modeler is a network simulation and modeling tool used by many of the

world's most prestigious technology organizations for R&D [OPNET3]. Its detailed,

multi-level environment integrates a vast library of standard network components with

the tools fol their custom design. The standal'd model liblary includes network devices,

links, plotocols, applications, and traffic generators. A network system can be modeled in

real-world detail, using OPNET's discrete-event simulation engine, or can be

approximated using analytical methods to reduce complexity, and simulation run time.

OPNET has results analysis tools which provide statistics and graphs on model state

variables.

The multi-level development environment is structured hierarchically as shown in

figure 5. 1. The network model of the IP WAN used in the simulations will first be

described, followed by the node model ofthe DoIP transmittet and receiver, and finally a

description of how the traffic is modeled in the simulations.

5,2,1 Network Model

Thlee sets of simulation scenarios were performed in this Thesis, each with their.

own distinct netwotk model. In all scenarios, however, the netwol* model involves an
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Figure 5. 1: The threeJeve.l design environment of OPNET consists of the network

model at the top of the hieralchy (a); node models of each network device (shown is

the node model of the custom DoIP transmittel./receiver.) (b); process models within

each node in the form of an FSM (shown is the custom RTP-D\{B process model) (c),

with C source code within each FSM stare (image raken from tOpNET3l) (d).
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Figure 5.2: Network model used in the first set of scenarios, to test the congestion

control scheme ovet a congested network. The dotted lines are background traffic

flows.

example Wide Area Network spanning the major cities across the United States, obtained

fi'om OPNET sample model files.

The first set of simulations, used to evaluate the proposed congestion control

scheme, involve a single DoIP system connected across the WAN with background

traffic flows to cause congestion. The netwoft topology for these scenarios is shown in

figure 5.2.

A single unicast DoIP system, connected to the WAN using l000BaseX Gbit

Ethernet links, is modeled in these scenarios. The tr.ansmitter. device is connected to an

ingress router at Portland, and the receiver is connected to an egress router near

Washington D.C. All routers in the WAN are connected via OC3 point-to-point links. A

bottleneck is located on the link between the DC Access router and the Washington DC
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Figure 5.3: Netwolk model used in the second set of scenarios, to test the congestion

control scheme with two unicast DoIP systems transmitting over a network.

router. The bandwidth of this link is set to 1 i.I Mbps. Weighted Fair Queuing (WFe)

scheduling based on IP ToS is used on the Washington DC ¡outer's interface to this link.

The need to deploy WFQ is to guarantee a necessary bandwidth fo¡ the DoIP stream, so

that stream packets will be discarded (instead of detayed) if the guarantee is not met. End

users cleating background tlaffic are modeled as point-to-point workstations located at

some of the major coastal cities.

A second set of simulations are used to evaluate the congestion control scheme

with two DoIP systems transmitting over the same WAN. The same network topology is

used fi'om the first set of simulations, but with no background traffic flows, The second

transmitter is connected to the Dallas Access router, which sends to a second receiver

connected to the DC Access louter. Both ate connected to the WAN using 1000BaseX

Gbit Ethernet links. The netwolk model for these scenarios is shown in figure 5.3.
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Figure 5.4: Network model used in the third set of scenarios, to evaluate the effect of

traffic engineering over three different paths from the east coast to the weslsouth

coast.

The third and final set of simulation scenarios were used to evaluate the traffic

engineering approach with the ploposed leceiver sequencing scheme. The same network

model was used as fiom the first set of scenarios; however two links are added between

the Washington DC and DC Access louters to give two alternate paths to the link causing

the bottleneck. This network model is shown in figure 5.4. EIGRP is configured on all

the routers to build the multipath routing topology. EIGRP is used over OSpF due to that

fact that OPNET's EIGRP model already supports discovery of unequal-cost paths, and

automatically calculates link costs based on theil bandwidth. The metric paramoters are

configured so that cost metrics are calculated based only on link bandwidth (K1 = 1, K2

through K5 = 0). The metric variance is set to 1.5, and all remaining EIGRp parameters

arc left at their defaults. The bandwidths of the three links between the DC Access and
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the Washington DC routels are varied between 1 1 .1 Mbps and 8 Mbps to test the effect

of load balancing over unequal-cost paths. Also, simulations are run with both

destination-based and packerbased load balancing configured in the IP routing

parameters.

In older to analyze results at tho network level, OPNET provides statistics for

each link in the topology, including throughput and utilization. OPNET also provides a

tool called "Visualize Link Statistics" which adjusts the thickness and color ofthe links

in the network model view according to the peak throughput and utilization ofeach link

during the simulation. This tool was used in the results analysis for this thesis and will be

shown in section 5.4.

5,2,2 Node Model

A custom node model functioning as either. the transmitter or receive¡ device has

been developed by the author, based on the specifications of the IP Caster@ provided by

Linear Systemq Ltd. The structure of the node model is shown in figure 5. 1 (b). It

encapsulates custom process models functioning as the DVB encoder and decoder (traffic

source and sink) which will be described in the next section.

The remaining process models inside the node model implement the functionality

of the DVB to IP bridge, from the RTP grouping and de-grouping buffers at rhe

application layer down to the Gbit Ethernet inter.face. Standard OPNET modules ale used

for UDP, IP and Ethernet MAC processes, and a custom process model was designed to

implement the DVB-Io-RTP buffeling. This process model generates the IS pacÈets lost,

TS packets dropped, andTS packets expected statistics discussed in earlier sections and

reports them to the network level. It reports the TS packets lost, and TS packets dropped
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statistics both in units ofTS packets, and as a percentage with respect to TS packets

expected. The details of this process model, aside from the algorithms described in

appendices of this thesis, are proprietary and are beyond the scope of this thesis. For

more details on the custom process models, contact [Linsys] or the author of this thesis.

The node model promotes some parameters to the netwol'k level which deserve

mention. Listed below are the parametels, and the values given to them, which are

relevant to the simulations performed in this thesis:

o TS bit rate: The MPEG2 TS source bit rate is set to 5.7 Mbps, a common value

for a Single Plogram Transpolt Stream according to [ERG].

o TS packet size: The size ofTS packets (in bytes) generated by the source (either

188 or 204). Set to 188 in all simulations.

c MAX_DROP: The value of the MAX_DROP parameter in the congestion control

algorithm. Set to 0.1 for the transmitter for all simuiations,

o Frame siz¿: The MTU size for the IP interface, which transiates to the RTP

packet size (in bytes). Set to "Ethernet" for all simulations (1500 bytes).

o Yideo start time: The simulation time (in seconds) at which the source begins

tlansmitting TS packets. Set to 900 for the transmitter and "Infinity" for the

receiver in all simulations. The 900 second delay allows ample time for OPNET

process models to finish initialization and for routing tables to converge. This

does not affect simulation run time.

c Vídeo end tíme: The simulation time (in seconds) at which the source ceases

transmission ofTS packets (if sooner than simulation duration). Set to 1500 for

the transmitter ând "Infinity" for the receiver in all simuìations.
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5.2.3 Traffic Model

Two types of tlaffic modeling wele used in the OPNET simulations: Explicit

tlaffic modeling of the DoIP stream, and analytical traffic flows for the background

traffic.

Explicit Modeling of DoIP Traffrc

The DoIP traffic is modeled explicitly in OPNET using its discrete event

simulation engine. This traffic is genelated by the soulce process embedded in the DoIP

node model. It reads 188 byte chunks directly from a raw binary trace file ofthe movie

"The Matrix" provided by [Linsys] and encodes the data into MPEG2 TS packets in

OPNET. The source model modifies the data read fi'om the tl.ace file setting the

elementary stream priority indicator field of video ES packets containing I fi.ame data.

This is to allow the transmitter's congestion control algorithm, and the decoder, to

distinguish l frame TS packets from non-l fi ame ones. The model uses a GoP size of six,

setting the elementary stleam priority indicator field in every sixth video PES header. The

custom source model supplies MPEG2 TS packets in this fashion to the transmit buffer at

a constant bit rate, configulable as a parameter at the network level. The source model

also reports statistics to the netwol'k level, including Trffic Sent, a count of the numbe¡

of TS packets genelated by the plocess thtoughout the entire simulation.

The sink model embedded in the DoIP model functions to decode the received

stream and generate statistics fol each performance measure. The stâtistics that are

reported to the network level include P¡u, Ppt,, Po, P", P,,, which are based on counters

incremented when each type of packet is decoded. In addition the Traffic Received

statistic is reported, which is inctemented when a packet of any type is decoded.
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Analytiral Modeling of Bøckground Trøffic

The background traffic is modeled analytically using OPNET flows, since this

traffic is not the focus of study and is only needed to provide congestion on the network.

Ten separate flows are modeled, going from the south and western cities to the no¡th-

eastern cities. Each of these flows are characterized completety by their bit rate, start and

end time (1000 simulation seconds until end of simulation) and their packet interalrival

times (exponentially distributed). In the simulations involving background traffic, the bit

rate of the flows is scaled from 0.5 Mbps to 1 Mbps to introduce varying load on the

bottleneck link. The flows are all assigned different ToS values6 to model a variety of

multimedia service rcquirements. The ToS values are used to assign priority (a higher

ToS means higher priority) for the WFQ scheme.

With the given network topology, all the traffic, both background and explicit,

will flow through the coÍrmon interface out of the Washington DC node (connecting

Washington to the DC Access router) with link speed of 1 1.1 Mbps. The combined

background tlaffic volume across all flows is about 10 Mbps, thereby creating congestion

on this link when the explicit traffic is added.

In the multipath scenarios, the direction of all traffic flow was switched to going

from the north-east to the south and west, so that the traffic takes diffe¡ent routes to the

various southeln and western cities.

5.3 Results and Discussion of the Congestion Control Approach

This section outlines the results ofthe first two sets of scenados run in OpNET to

ó Flowsletween LA and Hartford, Hartford and New Orleans, Boston and Jacksonville are assigned a ToS
value of I (Background); Flows between New York and San Diego, Hartford and Tampa are asiigned a
ToS value of 2; Flows between Boston and San Jose, Boston and Houston, New yo¡k and Miami are
assigned a ToS value of 3 (Excellent Effort); Flows between Seattle and New york, Birmingham and New
York are assigned a ToS value of4 (Streaming Multimedia).
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Figure 5.5: Gain introduced in video (l frames only), audio and control elementary

streams, by using the congestion contlol scheme in scenarios with the WAN congested

by background traffic at varying intensity level on the bottleneck link.

evaluate the proposed congestion control apploach. The first set of scenar.ios evaluates

using the approach on a single DoIP system transmitting over a network congested with

background traffic. The second set of scenarios evaluates using the approach on two

separate unicast DoIP systems transmitting over a low bandwidth link causing it to be

over-utilized.

ln the fir'st set of scenarios, the ten backglound traffic flows of higher. priority

load the WAN depicted in section 5.2. The bit rate of the flows is incr.eased incrementally

from 0.5 Mbps each to 1 Mbps each in 5 pails of simulations. In each pair, values for G¡u,

G,, and Goarc calculated and the results ale shown in fìgure 5.5. Valying the bit rate of

the flows changes the intensity of the total traffic on the bottleneck link from
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Figure 5.6: Percentage of the total transmitted stleam received after the congestion

control scheme is applied in scenarios with the Vr'AN congested by background traffic

at varying intensity level on the bottleneck link.

approximately 1 to 1.4.

As seen in figure 5.5, in genelal, introducing the proposed congestion control

scheme does not improve the quality ofthe stleam in these scenarios. ln fact, it ful.ther

degrades the quality as the traffic intensity incleases. The values for G¡,, G,, and G" we

all negative, except for a slight positive gain in the control sheam for. a traffic intensity of

approximately 1. This is likely because the congestion control scheme, limited by

MAX_DROP = 0. 1, does not have enough of an effect on the higher prior.ity background

traffic with total load of 1OMbps. A negative gain can occur because packets are lost at

the transmitter due to the dropping scheme. Figure 5.6 shows the measure pbktt as tÍafflc

intensity increases, where 1- Pþrai represents the amount of traffic lost at the transmitter
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Figure 5.7: Gain introduced in video (l frames only), audio and control elementary

streams in simulations that use the congestion control scheme on two separate DoIP

systems transmitting over the WAN with varying bandwidth of the bottleneck link.

due to the congestion control scheme. It should be noted that the statistic TS packets

dropped was zero for all the simulations lun.

Figure 5.6 shows that the amount of dropping due to congestion control does

incrcase going from a traffic intensity of I to 1. 1, as expected, and levels off at about

10Vo due to the MAX_DROP limit.

In the second set of scenarios, two DoIP systems load the WAN, with no

background traffic. Both transmit at a rate of 5.7 Mbps, and the bandwidth of the

bottleneck link is decreased from 11.1 to 8.14 to create intensity levels on the link from

once again around 1.4 down to 1 in five pairs of scenarios. Each pair of scenarios

generates statistics on G*¡, G*.,, and G*,, and the results are shown in figure 5.7, Here,

.E

10
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Figure 5.8: Percentage ofthe total transmitted stteam received by two separate DoIP

systems (a) and (b) transmitting over the WAN with valying bandwidth of the

bottleneck link, after the congestion control scheme is applied.

significant improvement can be seen when using congestion control, with increasing gain

under mole heavily congested conditions. As desiled, the gain for.the control stleam is

the highest since it is the most important to the decoding of the received stream. I-frame

packets of the video stleam are treated with the same "no drop" policy in the congestion

control scheme, but less of them are leceived under higher loss conditions due to the

higher volume of I-frame packets in the strcam comparcd to control packets.T

The dropping rate fi'om congestion control at both transmitters increases steadily

until the limit imposed by MAX_DROP is reached, as shown in figure 5.8. The measule

P¡ol,,¡ decreases as traffic intensity increases, since 1- Pr¿?r¿¡r reptgsents the amount of traffic

7 The streâm simulated in these scenârios is composed of approximately 15.5Vo l-frame video packets and
l.6Vo control and/or use¡ packets.

b
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Figure 5.9: Gain introduced in video (l frames only), audio and control elementary

streams in simulations that use the congestion control scheme on two sepal.ate DoIP

systems transmitting over the WAN at different rates.

lost at the transmitter due to the congestion control scheme. This trend is as expected, and

shows that the feedback from RTCP reports is scaling the congestion control

appropriately. Once again, the TS packets dropp¿d statistic was zero in all simulations. It

is also seen fi'om figure 5.8 that the dropping from congestion control is distributed

evenly between the two DoIP streams.

This set of scenarios was repeated to determine the effect of congestion control on

two DoIP systems of differer?/ bit rates. The bandwidth of the bottleneck link, the link

between the DC Access and Washington DC routers, was fixed in these scenarios at 9.0

Mpbs, and the bit ¡ate of one of the DoIP sysrems fixed at 6.9 Mbps. The bit rate

produced by the other transmittet was varied from 2.1 Mbps to 5.7 Mbps in f,rve even
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Figure 5.10: Percentage of the total transmitted stream received by two separate DoIp

systems (a) and (b) transmitting over the WAN at varying bit rates. The bit rate of

stream (a) is fixed at 6.9 Mbps, and the bit rate of srream (b) varies from 2.1 to 5.7

Mbps.

increments, again ptoducing a range in traffic intensity from approximately 1 to 1.4.

The resulting values of G*¡u, G*0, and Gx" are plotted in figure 5.9.

Once again, improvement is seen by introducing the congestion control scheme,

however the total gain between both systems is not as high as in the previous scenarios.

Furthermole, gain dect'eases at very high intensity in the control and video /-fi.ame

elementary streams. These tesults ale likely because the dropping induced by the

congestion control scheme, depicted in figure 5.10, is again equal in both strcams and is

cut off at high intensity by the MAX_DROP limit. Gain is not as high, in general,

because, in the lower bit rate stream, the effect of dropping at the transmitter (as well as
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the effect of network loss) is too high with respect to the lower volume of stream packets.

This is shown by the anomalously low P7o7,,¡ in the scenario where the low bit rate stream

is only 2.1 Mbps. Furthermore, the dropping from congestion control does not have

enough effect on the higher bit rate stream.

To improve gain in these scenaúos, the congestion control scheme should have a

higher dropping rate fol the higher bit late stream, even though the same amount of

network loss is expelienced in the stream. This would prevent the network loss from

severely affecting the lower late stream.

In summary, the congestion control scheme was not effective in the simulations

with background traffic because the high priority traffic flows overwhelmed the DoIP

stream, especially at high intensity levels. In the second set of scenarios, the full effect of

congestion control is seen because two DoIP systems are vying for bandwidth without the

presence of other highel pliority traffic. The gain is not as high when one DoIP system is

tlansmitting at a higher rate than the other because the effect ofloss from both congestion

control dropping at the tÍansmittel and from netwo* loss is too sevefe on the low bit rate

stream, and not severe enough on the high bit rate stream.

5.4 Results and Discussion of the Traffic Engineering Approach

This section gives the results on the third set of simulation scenarios that evaluate

the use of tlaffic engineeling over multiple paths to aveft network congestion, and the

ploposed receiver sequencing scheme in countelacting increased loss due to out-of-order

aruivals.

Firstly, a simulation was run to test the effectiveness of destination-based load

balancing. The traffic model used was the same as in the first set of scenarios, with the 10
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Figure 5.1 1: Link visualization of results for destination-based load balancing. The

thickness of the links is proportional to peak throughput.

background flows each at 1 Mbps and the DoIP transmitter rate at 5.7 Mbps. The

bandwidths of the two alternate links were both set to 10 Mbps. With destination-based

load balancing configured on the DC Access router, only two of the three paths from the

DC Access router were used, shown in figure 5. 1 1. Appr.oximafely I3Vo of the total

traffic load (2.3 Mbps) was routed across the DC Access to Atlanta link and the

remaining traffic was routed to Washington DC. Since there was traffic going to 1l

different destinations, and only thee possible paths to choose from, there was no

guarantee that all paths would be utilized equally. The DC Access to Washington DC link

had a traffic intensity of approximately L37 and thus was severely congested, translating

to high loss in the received DVB stream (a TS packets losr of approxim ately 35Vo).

The remaining simulations were thus done with packet-based load balancing

l- irrs
I
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Simulation Scenario TS packets lost

No background 0

Single path, congested 35.30Vo

ECM O.274o

UCM (no sequencing) 4.4O7o

UCM (with sequencing) O.307o

Table 5.1: Results of simulations with packet-based load balancing over three paths. LS

packets lost was reduced to zero for UCM with sequencing with a playout delay of I

second

configured on the DC Access router. Five different simulation scenarios were run, whose

lesults are given in Table 5. 1.

The first scenario involved only the DoIP strcam (with no background traffic)

with bandwidths of 1 1. 1 Mbps on all th'ee of the links between the Washington DC and

DC Access routers. This was to test how the str.eam traffic was load balanced over an

equal-cost multipath (ECM) environment. Results on throughput over. the three links

connecting DC Access to Chicago, to Washington DC, and to Atlanta (all set to 11.1

Mbps bandwidth), all showed that the traffic was split exactly equally over the tkee

paths, as expected.

In the second scenario, once again the background flo.\¡/s were introduced;

however EIGRP was configured to only discover a single route to the DoIP receiver

(though Washington DC). The result for packet loss was the same as that of the scenario

where destination-based load balancing was used, as expected. Once again, only 2.3

Mbps of traffic flowed through Atlanta, with the rest attempting to go through DC,
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Figurc 5.12: Link visualization of results fol UCM load balancing. Peak thoughput

through Atlanta was 4.22 Mbps, through Washington DC was 7.84 Mbps, and through

Chicago was 5.62.

EIGRP was configured to discover multiple routes in the third scenario. With all

traffic, including background, now being split equally among the three paths (5.8 Mbps

peak pel path), the congestion on the middle path was completely averted. Some minimal

packet loss was experienced at the receiver likely due to out-of-order ar.rivals.

The fourth scenario tests load balancing over an unequal-cost multipath (UCM)

topology. The bandwidth of the link to Chicago was set to 10 Mbps, and the bandwidth of

the link to Atlanta to 8 Mbps. All traffic was now split over the paths as shown in figure

5.12. Again, congestion was avoided; however more packet loss was caused due to out-

of-o¡der anivals caused by the diffelent bandwidths of the paths.

In the final scenario, the proposed sequencing scheme was activated on the

receiver. All other factors in the simulation remained the same. With the scheme enabled,

ffi
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packet loss was reduced significantly, nearly to the amount ofloss experienced in the

ECM scenario. As noted in section 4.2, the effectiveness ofthe sequencing scheme

depends on the size of the receiver buffer, which is determined by the playout delay. A

playout delay of 0.5 seconds was used in this simulations. The simulation was repeated

with a playout delay of one second, with the result of essentially zero packet loss.

In summary, if multiple paths exist in a WAN between the transmitter and

receiver of a DoIP system, packet-based load balancing over the paths, whether they are

of equal cost ol of varying costs, is an effective solution to avoiding congestion on the

network. Receiver sequencing should be used to prevent out-of-order ar¡ivals from

degrading the received transport stleam, especially when load balancing over paths of

unequal cost. The loss percentage of greater than 170 encountered without the use of

receiver sequencing would be unacceptable accolding to [Miras]. Using the sequencing

scheme described in this thesis imploved the loss rate by a factor of 15 in the simulations

that were lun, and loss can be completely eliminated ifa high enough playout delay is

used.

8A playout delay of 0.5 seconds is used i n the IP Castet@ produced by Lítrear Sysrellls Ltd
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Chapter 6

Conclusions

6.1 Summary

This thesis presented two approaches to improving the quality of delivery of a

DVB ove¡ IP (DoIP) system when transmitting over a congested IP Wide Area Network.

Digital Video Broadcast (DVB) is becoming a world-wide standard for digital TV

that utilizes the MPEG-2 Transport Strcam (MPEG2 TS) for transmission. Since IP

networks normally plovide only best-effort service, it is a major.challenge to ensure that

a DoIP stream is delivered to its destination without suffering too much loss. This

challenge has been compounded in tecent years due to the explosive growth of streaming

video and video stolage applications over the Internet, as well as othe¡ bandwidth

intensive networked applications that requirc a high level of Quality of Service (QoS).

Increased loads lead to increased network and delay loss due to bandwidth capacity

overflow conditions. ln general, a DoIP stream is rcceived with acceptable quality ifless

than 10Vo of the strcam is lost, depending on rhe quality of encoding, the type of MpEG-2

data lost, and assuming that error concealment and recovery techniques are used. Delay

andjitter are also measures of quality, however are rendeted ir.relevant if playout delay is

used at the receiver.

The first approach presented was a congestion contr.ol strategy focusing on

glaceful degladation of image quality by selectively dropping MPEG2 TS packets before

they enter the network. Packets were selected based on the type ofdata they contain

(video, audio, control, or null) and dropped at a rate equal to the packet loss rate ofthe
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network. A procedure for the calculation of network loss and for.regulatly updating this

information to the transmitter was developed using the tools provided by the Real+ime

Transpolt Protocol (RTP) and its companion control protocol, RTCP.

A second approach based on traffic engineeling was also presented. This

apploach examined the use ofpackerbased load balancing to disfibute tr.affic over

multiple paths between the DoIP transmittel' and receiver within the same network area.

Paths of equal cost, or of unequal cost may be used, as long as a metric variance of no

morc than 1.5 is enforced in the routing protocol. Either EIGRP or OSPF can be used to

discover the multiple routes; OSPF is more common and supports equal-cost multipath

(ECM), howevel EIGRP supports unequal-cost multipath (UCM) and guarantees that the

paths ale loop fi'ee. A simple modification to the Dùkstra algorithm was presented to

facilitate unequal-cost multipath in OSPF. Packet-based load balancing, especially over

unequal-cost paths, can incrcase out-of-o¡der amivals at the receiver, and since neither

RTP nor UDP provides sequence reliability, a scheme was developed to make the DoIp

receiver mole robust to this phenomenon.

A model of a DoIP system was developed based on specifications of the 1p

Caster@ ptovided, by Linear Systems, Ltd.The model was developed in OPNET and also

implemented the congestion contlol and receiver sequencing algorithms presented in the

appendices of this thesis. Simulations were run involving the modeled DoIp system

transmitting ovet a congested IP WAN with varying levels of traffic intensity to

introduce varying loss rates. Pairs of simulations compared scenarios with the congestion

control scheme in effect to those without congestion control. In this manner, a single

unicast DoIP system transmitting over a WAN congested with high QoS background

traffic was evaluated, as well as two separate DoIP systems transmitting over a bottleneck
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in the network. In addition, the traffic engineerìng approach was modeled, and was

evaluated in scenarios that involved ECM and UCM, with and without the recaiver

sequencing scheme activated.

The quality of the MPEG2 stream \¡r'as measured in the simulations by the total

amount of MPEG2 TS packets, and the amount of each type ofTS packet, received at the

DVB decoder, compared to the amount transmitted by the encoder. In particular, packets

containing 1 frame video data, and control or user data are of high importance to quality,

whereas non 1 fi'ame video packets and audio packets wele deemed of less impofiance.

The results of the simulations showed that the congestion control scheme was

most effective when the network was loaded by two DoIP systems transmitting at the

same rate. Significant improvement was seen in this case, with increasing gain under

more heavily congested conditions, and greatest gain (over 50%) seen in the control

elementary stleam, as desiled. This was because the effect of dropping was distributed

equally between the two streams. These results can be generalized to situations \¡/ith

many (more than 2) unicast DoIP systems, as long as the bit rates are all equal.

Gain was not as high, however, when the two streams were of different rates. This

was because the effect of loss fi'om both congestion contlol dropping at the tlansmitter

and fi'om network loss was too severe on the low bit rate stream, and not severe enough

on the high bit rate stream. To improve gain in these scenarios, the congestion control

scheme should have a highel dropping late for the higher bit rate stream.

Furthermore, the congestion control scheme was not effective in situations where

the network was congested with higher priority traffic. In general, the quality ofthe

received stleam was further degladed by the dropping scheme in this case. This can be

prevented only by applying a QoS guarantee to the DoIP stream and implementing a QoS
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mechanism such as Diffserv.

Finally, if multiple paths, of equal ol varying cost, exist in a WAN between the

transmitter and feceiver of a DoIP system in a single network arca, packet-based load

balancing is an effective solution to avoiding congestion on the network. If load

balancing is used in a UCM environment, receiver sequencing should be implemented to

prevent out-of-order ar¡ivals from degrading the transport stream, Loss can be completely

eliminated if playout delay is used by the receiver, and the playout delay is larger than the

maximum jitter experienced.

6.2 Recommendations for tr'uture Work

Follorving are some recommendations for further study based on this thesis.

1) Frame-based dropping: Regulating the late of the transmitted stream may be more

effective by dropping entile video frames or a GoP sequence of fi.ames. This is

because spatial error plopagation occurs among individual frames and temporal

error propagation occurs among frames in the same GoP. This would add

complexity to the congestion control algorithm,

2) More selective dropping: At the cost of additional complexity, the GoP heade¡ can

be palsed at the video ES level, to distinguish and drop only B frames, eliminating

any temporal en'or pfopagation. Furthermore, packets only belonging to mor€

detailed pictures (see section 2.2.1) canbe discarded. The encoder would have to

malk these packets in the MPEG2 TS, for example by using the transpoft priority

bir.

3) Imploved dropping scheme: The simple dropping scheme proposed in this thesis

can be imploved. Other dropping schemes should be examined such as an
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exponential increase in dropping probability with loss until network loss is reduced

to zero. However, this adjustment may be too agglessive as it risks dropping more

packets than necessary. Furthermore, the MAX_DROP limit would have to be

disbanded. In this case, a multi-phase dropping scheme may be more effective

similar to the congestion contlol aigorithm used by the Transport Control Protocol.

At a minimum, the dropping rate should be scaled by the transmission rate, as

suggested in the previous section.

4) Investigating Multicast: Further simulations can be run in OPNET to test the

effectiveness of both approaches in multicast environments. In this case, the RTCP

algorithms would have to be modified to handle feedback from multiple DoIP

receivers. For example, last_fraction_losf can represent the maximum loss

reported out of all the leceivers.

5) Intra-area routing: The tlaffic engineering scenarios examined in this thesis were

restricted to a single area within a single AS. To achieve the results shown in this

thesis at a broader level on the Internet, EIGRP and OSPF must be configured to

discover multipath environments spanning multiple areas. Furthermore, a

challenge would be to integrate these routes discovered by OSPF and EIGRP with

routes discovered by exterior routing protocols spanning multiple AS's. It is ofthe

opinion of the author that additional modifications can be made to the OSpF

protocol (similar to those described in Appendix D) to accomplish this.
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Appendix A

Receiver Buffering Algorithms

This appendix gives pseudocode for algorithms in the receiver that handle the
buffering of MPEG2 TS packets. The following global variables are common to all
routines:

totaLJ)kts_losti The total number of packets lost since start-up

total¿tkts _expected: The total number of packets expected since start-up

Rxbuffer_seq_lisr: A list of sequence numbe¡s corresponding to each packet in the receive
buffel used to maintain sequence

Rxbufferlttr: A pointer to the circular receive buffer

Rxbuffer_size: The maximum size of circulal receive buffer', calculated on staú-up after
the playout delay period.

RTPltkptr: A pointer to the RTP packet just received

group_size: The number of MPEG2 packets encapsulated in an RTP packet.

totalJ)kts-sequenced: The total numbel of MPEG2 TS packets that have been manually
sequenced since stalt-up. This repfesents the number of packets "saved" by the
sequencing algorithm that would have nolmally been consideled lost and replaced with
null packets.

pkts_sequenced¿tctg: The percentage of packets that have been manually sequenced
since start-up with respect to the total number ofpackets expected since start-up.

last_seq_num: The RTP sequence number associated with the last TS packet transmitted
by the receiver'

A.L Maintenance of State Variables for Calculating Packet Loss

This section shows lines from the receive buffer algorithm that al.e r€levant to the
maintenance of the total¿tkts-lost and totalJ)kts-expected state variables. The variables
pkts_Iost and, pkts_expected discussed in section 3.2 can be calculated from these as the
diffelence between the cunent total number of packets and the total number ofpackets at



the end ofthe previous interval. This is seen in Appendix B.

y oid P ro c es s _rcvd RT P I ac ke I ( )

This function is called whenever a RTP packet is received

Local Variables:

se4-ltalt, The RTP sequence number ofthe received packet, It is assumed that the sequence numbers start
at zero for the first RTP packet of the stream and increase by one for each successive packet
transmitted.

seq_diJ: The difference between the sequence number of the received packet and the expected sequence
number of the received packet.

i, counter

BEGIN

se4_ntn = RTP sequence number of received packet
seq-dif = s¿q 

-¡17¡11 - pkts-expecled
if ((seq_díf l= l) && (Rxbuffer_count l= 0))

[/*This is not the first packet in the stream, and */
/*the packet arrived out of order or was dropped x/

rf (seq-dif> l)
{/xThere are missing packet(s).*/
for( i=0, í < seq_dif- 1; i++) /xfor each missing packet*/

(

totalJ2kts_lost++
I o I a I J) kt s _e xp ec I e d++
)

I

Discard out-of-order packel

)

I o I al J) kt s _e xp e c I e d+ +
)

Note: This algorithm assumes the following code is called on startup:

totallkts_lost = 0
totalgkts_expected = 0

A..2 Receive Buffer Algorithms with Sequencing

This section shows the modifications to the receive buffer algor.ithms described in
section 4.2 to perform sequencing. Relevant lines ofthe basic receive buffer algorithm
fiom section A,.1 are detailed, as well as of the emission algorithm that extracts MPEG2
packets from the buffer.

yoid Process_rcvdRTP lqckel( )

This function is called by the receiver whenever.a RTP packet is received

else
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Local Va¡iables:

se4-tttrn: The RTP sequence number of the received packet, It is assumed that the s€quence numbers start
at zero for the first RTP packet of the strean and increase by one for each successive packet
transmitted.

seq-dìf: "fhe difference betw€en the sequence number of the received packet and the expected sequence
number of the received packet.

i; counter
pos_irdex: Position in the receiver buffer to insert the received MPEG2 packets

rtr _seqtuw. The first sequence rìumber in ,Rxbrrj?Ls¿4_¡rJt. If the RTP packetjust received has a
sequence number b efore jìrst-seqlwn r, its playout time has expired and must it be dropped.

latest-seqJunti The last sequence number in Rxbuffer_seq_lrst. If the RTP packetjust received is in order,
its sequence number will be one higher than latesl_seqJ nt

illl_seq_tllnti The sequence number in Rráufier_seq_list at index i
TS4kptr: A pointer to a MPEG2 packet encapsul ated in RTPlkptt'

BEGIN

seq_tuun = Exîaçt sequence number from RTP 4kptr
pos_index = Srze of Rxbuffer_seq_list
if (pos_index == 0) /*List is empty*/

latesl_seq_runt = O

else
lotest_seqllunt = Last sequence number in Rxbuffer_seq_list

seq -díf = ssq 
-¡¡¿¡¡7 - latest 

-s 
eq lturtt

if ((seq_dif l= 1) && (R:tbr{fer_count l= 0))
[/*This is not the first packet in the stream, and */
/*the packet arrived out of order or was dropped */

rtrslseq_tun =Ftrst sequence number in Rxbuffer_seq_list
if (seq _dif < 1)

(/+Packet arrived late. Ordered insert the packet into the receive buffe¡*/
if( seq_tunt <rtrsLseqlum + L )

{/+packet arrived too late. Destroy it*/
destroy RTP _pkptt'
return

I

l*Set pos_index+l
l* Advance pos_iudør based on the number of duplicate sequence numbers at the head of
the list indicated by ixl
i=l
ith_seqltunt = Sequence number in Rxå uffer_seq_l¡st at index i
whiIe( ith_seq_nunr == f.rst_seqlu )

t
i++
ith_seq_nun = Seguence number in R-rå uffer_seq_list at index i
)

p o s -it d e x = (s e q luutt - lirst _s e q _nunt - l) + gro up _s i ze + i

to i a I J) kt s _s eq u e trced += g t'o u p _s ¡ze
pkls_sequettced¿ctg = lotal_pkts_seqtrc ced I ( totqlJ)kts_expected * Broup_size )
)
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t o ta L J) kt s _e xp ec t e d++

/*extract the MPEG2 packets fiom the RTP packet and insert them into the buffer*/
for ( i=0; i < gt'oup_size, í++)

{
TSJ)kptr = Exjlac,t ith encapsulat€d MPEG2 packetfrom RTPJ,kptr
Insert ?S!p/rpt into RxbufrerJttr at position pos_índex
Insert se4_fl&¡?¡ into Rxbuffer_seq_list at position pos_index
pos_ittdex++

l

END

v oid Rt p _dv b _s e n d _d e co de r0

This function ¡emoves a single MPEG2 packet from the head of the receive buffer and sends it to the
outgoing DVB interface for transmission to the decoder. This function is called by the receiver ar regular
intervals according to the adâptiye emission bit ¡ate calculated by the receiver every sampling interval. The
interval between calls is equal to the inverse of this bit rate, representing the inter-packet time of the
MPEG2 TS.

Local Variables:

seq_nrr[r: The RTP sequence number related to the packet that is scheduled to be transmitted
seq-díf.The d,ifference between the sequence number of the packet scheduled to be transmitted and that of

the packet last transmitted
ttew_seqJtuttt: The appropriate sequence number associated with a newly created null packet
i: counter
TSltkptr': A point€r to a MPEG2 packet

BEGIN

if( 0 < Size ofbuffer Rxbuffer¿ttr < Rxbuffer_size )
[/*Remove next MPEG2 packet flom the buffe¡, and its conesponding */
/*sequence number from the sequence list x/

seq_nun =The sequence number at the head of RxbtfJer_seq_list
seq-dif= lsq-¡yam - last-seqlunt
if (seq-diÍ > 1)

{/*There ate missing packets+/

rtew_seqltunt = last_seqlru t + I

/xlnsert null packets*/

for (i = 0; i < group_size i ¡++ )

t
fS!u,(ptr'= New null packet

Insert ?S_-Jr,tptr at the head of Rtbuffer4tr
Insert new_seqJun¡ at fhe head of R{, uffer_seq_list

)

t o tal J) kt s _e x p ect ed++

totalJ)kts-lost++

)
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lost_seqJrum = Remove sequence number at the head of Rx buffer_seq_líst
?S_-lalplr = Remove packet at the head of RxbullerJ)tr
Transmit ZS_-.lokptr

)

else

Buffer is empty of full. Restart the receive process.

END

Note: These algorithms assume the following code is called on startup:

total¿tkts-lost = 0
to I a I J) kt s 

-e 
xp ect ed = 0

Rxbuffer-seq_l¡st = {empty list }
group_síze=(RTPpacketsize-40/xsizeofRTP+UDP+IPheadersinbytes*/)/TSpacketsize
tolalJ)kts-sequenced = O

lasl_seq)wn = 0



Appendix B

RTCP Algorithms

This appendix gives pseudocode of the three algorithms developed to update the
DoIP transmitter on the current loss rate ofthe network. The following global variables
ale conùnon to all loutines:

TS_bit_rate: The pre-known session bandwidth.

RTCP_members: The estimated number of session members, including ourselves.
Incremented as we discovel' new session members from the receipt of RTCP packets.
Session members may time-out, after a recommended period 30 min, however this is not
implemented since simulation times will be much shorter than 30 minutes.

RTCP_we_sent: Flag that is true if we have sent data (signifying that we are a sender).

RTCP_.¡tacket_size: The size of the RTCP packet just sent, in bytes, including the
networ* encapsulation (e.g., 28 octets for UDP over IP).

RTCP _avg_rtcp_slze: Long-r'un average RTCP packet size; initialized and updated by
this function for the packetjust sent, and also updated in the receive routine fol.every
RTCP packet received from other palticipants in the session.

RTC P _initial: Flag that is fue for the first call upon startup.

SSRC_ident: The SSRC identifier fol this node. This number must be unique among all
othef nodes in the session. It is assigned randomly on startup.

RTCP_sourceSSRC: The SSRC identifier ofthe sender from which we are receiving.
Since we assume there is always only one sender, this ¡emains constant thoughout the
session.

RxRTP4k_count: A counter ofthe number of RTP packets expected at the receiver since
the start ofthe simulation. This is based on the sequence numbers of the received RTP
packets.

total_¡tkts_lost: A counter ofthe number of RTP packets lost at the receiver since the
start of the simulation, also updated by the RTP receive algor.ithm.

RTCP ¿tkts _expected: The number of RTP packets expected at the receiver since the
sending of the last RTCP packet.

RTCPJkts_lost: The number of RTP packets lost at the receiver since the sending of the
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last RTCP packet.

RTCP _end: A flag that is tlue if the transmitter has not received from the source after a
timeout delay (e.g. twice the TS packet interaffival time).

RTCP_SSRC_table: An array containing all the SSRC identifiers of received RTCP
packets and their associated CNAME. Represents knowledge of all the participants in the
session-

8.1 Scheduling Transmission of RTCP Reports

This section describes the algorithm for computing the RTCP transmission
interval discussed in section 3.2.1. It is based on a similal algorithm in [Schul et al]. It
rcsides on both the transmitter and leceivet.

v ord rtp 
-dv b _s c h e d ul e _RTC P _t ran s nü s s ion ( )

This algorithm is called in rtp_dvb_rrcp_t r(.) (see section 8.2), and on startup.

Constants:

RTCP_MIN_TIME = 5.0 /*The minimum RTCP transmission interval in seconds*/
RTCP _S EN D E R_B W -F RACTI O N = 0.25:
RTCP _RCV R _B W _F RACTI O N = (l -RTCP _S EN DER _BW _F RA CTIOT\):
RTCP_SIZE_GAIN = ( 1.0/16.0) /*Gain (smoothing constant) for the estimarion of the

average RTCP packet size*/

Local variables:

f. The calculated transmission interval
rtcp_br,t'i The target RTCP bandwidth fo¡ this node.
¿: number ofmembers for computation

BEGIN

if (RTCP_initial) {

/*Initialize varibables (see RFC 3550)*/
RTCP_MIN_TIME /= 2;
RTC P _øv g 

-rtcp _si¿e = 728;
RTCP_ìnitíal = falsei

Ì
else

/* Update the average size estimate by the size of the report packet we just sent.*/
RTCP _avg_rtcp_si7s ¡= (RTCPJ)acket_size - RTCP_avg_t tcp_size) *RTCP_SIZE_GAIN;

/*calculate bandwidth*/
rr cp -bw = TS _bit _rat e * 0.05 * I 000000 / 8; /* bytes per sec*/
if (RTCP_we_sent) {

rtcp_¿rÌ, *= RTCP_SENDER_BW_FRACTION;
r¡ = l; /*always assume we are the only sender*/
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] else {
rtcp _bv x= R'ICP _RCVR_BW_FRACTION;
tt= (RTCP_members - l);

ì

/*Calculate transmission period*/
t = RTC P 

-av 
g _rtcp _s¡ze * n I rtc p _bv,i

\f (t < RTCP_MIN_TIME)
t = RTCP_MIN_TIME;

/*To avoid traffic bursts from unintended synchronization, pick our actual next report interval as a+/
/*¡andom number unifor¡nly distributed between 0.5*t and 1.5*t.*/

t = Random(O,1)*t + 0.5*t;

Schedule an RTCP_TX event for time clock + t

END

Note: This function assumes that the following code is executed on startup:

RTCP_ntembers = I
RTCP_we_sett = lalse
RTCP_ítülial = Íue
RTCP¿øcket_size = Q

8.2 Forming and Sending Report Packets

This section gives pseudocode ofthe routine developed to form and send RTCP
report packets, described in section 3.2.2. The routine resides on both the transmitter and
receiver'.

v oid I t p _dv b _t t c p _t x( )

This algolithm is called when an RTCP_TX event occurs in the discrete event simulation.

Local variables:

RTCP_pkptt': A pointer to the RTCP packet to send.
RTCPreportJ)kptt': A pointer to an SR or RR packet
RTCP_RRBpkptr: A pointer to a RRB packet
RTCP_SDEspkplr: A pointer to a SDES packet
RTCP_chunk4kptr': A pointer to a SDES chunk (SSRC + CNAME)
RTCP-BYEpkptr: A pointer to a BYE packet
IastJact¡on_lost: The calculated value for the fraction lost field (packet loss since last report).

BEGIN

RTCP¿kpt = new RTCP packet

/*create a report packet ând encapsulate it into the RTCP packet*/
if(RTCP 

-we _sent)
{

RTCPrcporÍJ)kptr = new SR packet
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Ì
else

Set SR packet sender information fields (optional)

RTCPreport¿tkptr = new RR packet;

Set SSRC header field of RTCPreport¿tkptr to SSRc-ident

RTCP_RRBpkptr = new RRB packet

Set SSRC_n field of RTCP_RRBpkptt'to RTCP_soru'ceSSRC;

/*calculate fraction lost since last report intervalx/
if(RxRTP -pk-count == 0)

last ¿fract ion_lost = 0;
else

IastJructiott_lost = (int)(256 * (totalJkts_lost - RTCPJ)kß_lost) I (RrRTPJr.k_count -
RTCP4krs_expected))

if (las t Jï act ion _los t < 0)
last;frøction_lost = 0

Set the "fraction lost" field of RI-CP_Ã RBpkpît'to lastJruction_lost

/*Calculate the cumulative packets lost*/
Set the "cumulative packets lost" held of RTCP _RRBpkptt'to totalJ)kts-lost (optío al)

Encapsulate RZCP_rR R B pkptt' into RTCP rcport J)kpt r

Encapsulate RTCPIepor¡J)kptt' \nfo RTCPJkptt'

/*Create an SDES packet and encapsulate it into the compound RTCP packet*/
RTCP_SDESpkptr = new SDES packet
RTCP_chunkgkptt = new SDES chunk packet

Set the "SSRC" field of RTCP _chunk¿tkph'to SSRC-ide t
Set the CNAME item to IP address of interface used for RTP communication

Encapsulte RZCP_C ltu kJ)kptr into RTCP_SDEspkptt
Encapsulate RZCP_S D Espkptr into RTCP Jkptt'

if (RTCP_end)t

(/*Create and encapsulate a BYE packetx/
RTCP_BYEpkptr = new BYE packet
ser the "ssRC" field of RTCP_BYEpkpt to SSRC-¡detú
Encapsulate RîCP_BYEpkptr into RTCP¿kptr

RTCP_end = faße
)

/*reset stâte variables*/
RTC P ¿t kt s _lo s t = t o to I J kt s _l o st
RTC P 4kts_e xpect ed = RxRTP lk_cou¡tt

RTCP¿acket_size = size of RTCPJkptt + 28; /+8 UDP + 20 IP*/
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Trunsmit RTCP_!kptt'

lf( IRTCP_end )
Call rtp _dvb _schedr e _RTCP _transnl¡ssiotl( )

END

Note: This algorithm assumes that the following code is executed on startup:

RTCPtkts_lost = 0i
RTCP4kts-expected = 0;

/*choose a random SSRC identifie¡. Nurnber can be as large as the maximum integer to reduce possibility
of SSRC collision*/
SSRC_ider¡¡ = Random(O,I )*(2^31 -l)

/*Set the source SSRC to be our orvn SSRC by default*/
RTC P _so u rc e S S RC = S S R C _ident

8.3 Updating State Information Based on Received RTCP Packets

This section gives pseudocode of the routine developed for a participant to extract
relevant information from all RTCP packets rcceived on the incoming networ.k interface
and to update its state variables. This routine is discussed in section 3.2.3. The routine
resides on both the transmitter and receiver.

v oid I t p 
-dv b J, o c es s _rcv d RTC P 4a c ket ( )

The function is called when an RTCP packet aûives on the incoming network interface.

Local variables:

RttRTCPgkptr: A pointer to the received RTCP packet.
RTCPreport4kptr: A pointer to the received report block (SR or RR)
A¡SSRC_ide¡l: The SSRC identifier in the receiv€d packet.
RTCP_RRBpkptr: The RRB of the received packet,
RTCP_SDESpkptr: A pointer to the enclosed SDES packet
RTCP_chunk¿tkptr': A pointer to the enclosed SDES chunk (SSRC + CNAME)
RTCP-ByEpkptt: A pointer to the enclosed BYE packet
SR-received: A flag that is true if an SR packet was received.

Constants:

RTCP_SIZE_GAIN = ( 1.0/1ó.0) /*Gain (smoothing constant) for the estimation of the
average RTCP packet size. Taken from RFC 3350*/

BECIN

Get the received RTCP packet, and assign it to fi-{RTcP!¡rtpr.

/* Update the average size estimate by the size of the report packet we just sent. Based on RFC 3550+/
RTCP.-avg_rtcp_size += (size of RxRTCPJtkptt' - RTCP_avg_rtcp_si¿e) *RTCP_SIZE_GAIN;
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Extract the SSRC identifier from RxRTCP gkpt, and assign ir to Àxs.tRc_ra¿r¡f

Search RICP_SSRC_table for RxS S R C _ident.
If not found

{
RTCP_ntenbers++
Add R¡S.9RC_id¿¡r to the array RTCP SSRC rable

Ì

Extract the report block íÌom the "Report" field of R-rÂZcPrp,(prr and assign it to RTCPrcportJ)kptr

Obtain the packet type of RTCPrcportJ)/rpl/. (SR or RR)
If (type ìs SR)

{
/*A sender report has been received*/
RTC P _source S S RC = RxSS RC _ident

ExtÍact other sender information (optional)

SRJece¡ved = Íre
)
else /*RR received*/

{
Extract the RRB packet from RTCPrepoúJ)kptr and assign it to RTCP_RRBpkptr

Get th€ SSRC_n identifier ftom Ã7CP_RRB/.r,tpr. and assign it to R:SS.RC_id¿n¡
/+check if the source SSRC in the report block matches ours*/
if( RxSSRC_ident == SSRC-ident)

{
/*extract the packet loss statistics*/
Get the "fraction lost" field from RZCP_ÀRBpkpt aú assign it to RlCp__]nkrs_losr
Get the "cumulative packets lost" field fiom RICP_R RBpkpû and assign it to

total¿kts_lost
)

SR_received = false
ì

Extract the SDES packet from ÀxRrCPlp,tpr' and assign itto RTCP_SDESpkprr
Extract the SDES chunk packet frorn I?TCP_SDESpkptr and assign it to RrÂfCP_chunklkptt
Call rtp _dvbltrocess_sdes_clrunk( ) to lpdate RIP_SSRC_raåle and maintain SDES/CNAME pairs

lf(Rx RTC P 4kpt r contains BYE packet)

{

Extracr rhe BYE packet from ÀxAZCP-.,a,(prr and assign ft ro RTCp_ByEpkptr
Extract the SSRC field frcm RTCP-Ùygpkprr and assign it to RxSSRC_ident

Remove ÅxSS.RC_¡ae ú from RTP _S S RC _tabl e
RTCP_nenúers-

if ( SR_received )
/xterminate RTCP activity*/
RTCP_end = true

)
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destroy RTCP_RRBqkptr
destr oy RTCP rcpoú _pkpt r
destroy RüRTCP_pkptt'
destroy RTC P 

-S 
D ESpkpt r

destroy RxRfCP-c lun k ¿ kp Í r

END

Note: This function assumes that RZCP_,t^tRC_table has been cleared on staÍup (e.9. all
elements set to -i).



Appendix C

Congestion Control Algorithm

This appendix gives the pseudocode for the selective dropping algorithm designed
for the transmitter discussed in section 3,2.4.

B oolean r t p _dv b _con g e s t io n _cottt t'o I _dr o p( )

This function is called by the transmitter when an MPEG2 TS packet arrives on the DVB interface before
inserting it into the transmit buffer. It returns a boolean value that is true if the packet is to be dropped. In
this case, the transmitter will delete the packet and not insert anything into the transmit buffe¡.

Constants:

NIJLL_FREQUENCY = 0.05 /*The estimated Íìequency of null packets in an MPEG2 TS*/
MAX_PDROP = 0.1 /xThe maximum bound on the video and audio dropping ratesx/

Global Va¡iables:

RTCPlkts_losti'the fraction lost value extracted from the RTCP receiver reports (multiplied by 25ó).
audío_lDs, video_lDs: Tables to store the PIDs of all audio and video streams, used to identify audio and

video packets
I_frante: A flag that is true if the current packet is a part ofan I-frame

Local Variables:

Tsp,(plr: A pointer to the curent packet that is about to be scheduled for tranmission
Pdrop_null, Pdtop_video, Pdrop_audio, Pdrop_coltt'ol'. Dropping probabilities ofthe respective packet

types for the congestion control algorithm, updated according to the RTCP feedback.
dropped: A flag that is true if the current packet is to be dropped.

flags, PID, AFC, ES-PI, strean_id: Values extracted ffom the headers of the current packet

BEGIN

dropped = 0

/xAdjust drop probabilities based on RTCP feedback*/
if(RTCPJkts_lost > 0)

{
/xAlways drop a null packet*/
Pdrop_null = L0

if( RTCP Jkî s _losl > 256*NULL_FREQUENCY)
/*Set video and audio propping probabilities equal to the estimated network loss rate*/
P dro p _v i d eo = P drop _a ud io = (RTC P _pkt s _los/ - 256*NULL_FREQUENCY) / 256

else

Pdrop_video = Pdrop_audio = 0.0
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if( Pdrop_vídeo > MAX_PDROP )
P drop _video = M AX_PDROP

if( Pdrop-audio > MAX-PDROP )
Pdrop _audio = MAX_PDROP

/xnever drop a control packet+/
Pdrop_corttrol = O.O

/xdrop the current packet based on the packet type and drop probabilities*/
Obtain pointer to the cu¡rent packet scheduled for transmission and assign to Tspkpfr
Obtain payloâd unit start indicator bit ftom the current packet header and assign the value tolags
Obtain PID from the cu¡rent packet header and assign the value to P1D ,

Obtain adaptation field control field fiom tlìe curront packet header and assign the valuo to AFC

ES_P1 = - 1;/*initialize elementary stream priority indicaror to be invalid*/

if(PID l= 8191) l*If not a null packetx/

{
if(PID == 0) ll (PID == 1) ll (PID == 2)) l*If the current packet is a conrrol packet*/

dropped = ( rand0 < P drop _control)
else{

i(flags == 1) { /*start of new PES packet*/
dropped = O lxNever drop a packet with a PES heade¡x/

if(AFC) /+Adaptation field exists in the TS headerx/
Obtain elementa¡y stream priority indicator flag from the
adaptation field of the header and assign the value to ES_PI.

if(PID > 15) {/*Audio, video, or control PES packet +/

;ti:iT""r',",.:i,1,?Jom 
PES packet header and assign the

if( (strean¡id &0xe0) == 9¡"9¡ {/+Audio stream*/
Search for P1D in audio_lDs table
if(not found)

store PID in aud¡o_lDs table
)

else if( (stream-id & 0xf0) == g¡eO¡ {/*Video stream*/
Search for PID in video_IDs table
if(not found)

store PID in video 1Ds table
ì

/xcheck for an l-frame*/
if( Es_P1 l= -l )

I_frame = ES_PI

Ì
Ì

)
else {/*not the start of a new PES packet*/

/*check the type of the PIDx/
Search fo¡ PID in yídeo_lDs table
if(found){

if( I _frante )
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dropped. = O l*d,on't drop a packet belonging to an I-Íìame*/
else

dropped = (r andO < P drop _vid eo)

)
else{

Search fol PlD in audio_lDs table
if(found)

d ro p p e d = (r and,Q < P d ro p _aud io)
else

/*packet is control or other*/
dropped.= (rand} < Pdrop_corúrol)

)

)
else /*Null packet +/

d r o p p e d = (r andO < P d ro p _nul I)

if(dropped){
Remove packet assigned to Tspkptr fiom transmission schedule
DestÌoy packet assigned to TSpkptr

ì

ret:ujln drcpped

END
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Appendix D

Modified Dij kstra Algorithm

This appendix shows some simple modifications to the Dijkstra shortest path
algorithm in order to implement unequal cost multi-path in the OSPF protocol.

A router R uses its link state database to build a sholtest-path tree (with R as the
root) using Dijkstra's algorithm. It then builds its routing table based on the shortest-path
tree. When multiple paths exist to a destination they are stored in a single routing table
entry. Each one of the paths is distinguished by having their own next hop and cost field
in the entry. It follows that the shoÍest-path tree must provide a list of paths to a
destination containing at least the next hop and cost of the path. The following pseudo-
code describes the modified Dijkstra algorithm used to create the routing table for root
node R. The odginal Dijkstra algolithm is well known in literature and can be seen in
tl-clvl.

1. Initialization

Set Root Node, R = node doing calculation
Initialize node list, r¡l = {all nodes in routing area}. /* r¡l is a list ofrecords for each node, l/i. Each record
contains the node's shortest distance to the root 4, and a list of paths to the rootpl, tvith the cost of the path
stored at the head of the list (index 0).*/

FOR all n/¡: ú= 0, pl = { Í0,R1 |
Shortest Path List, rpl= {R}
Candidate List, c¡ = [ ]
CurrentNode,N=R
Set v >= l.

2. Do for all nodes X linked to N

IF X is a transit node linked bi-directionally to N and is not in .rp¿

{
link cost c = cost from N to X
new root distance 4'= N.d, + c
IF X not in cl
{

add X to c/
X d,= di
FOR all Npl¡: /*for all paths in the current node's path list*/
{

X'Pl¡= N.P¡, aPP"ríed with X
X.PLÍ01=xP 0l+c

)

)
ELSE /*there are multiple paths to the node*/
{

lF d,' < X.d, lxthe new path is the shortest discovered path for this nodex/
{
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X.d,= di

/*delete all old paths that are now too costly*/
FOR all X¿l¡

lF X.pl¡l0l > d,' * v
clear path fiom Xpl

FOR all N.p/¡

{
new Path P = N.PL¡ aPPended with X
,¡P[0]=t¡P[0]+c
insert ,¡p into Xpl maintaining order of increasing cost.

)

)
ELSE IF 4', <= X.d,* v

{
/*make a copy of node X's path list+/
new \sl tenpList = X.pl
FOR all Mpl¡
t

c'= Mpl¡[0] + c
new path rrP = MP¡¡ appended with X
n4l0l = c'
IF c' <= X.d,* v

insert r¿p into X,p/ maintaining order of increasing cost.

)

/*now new paths may also need to be added to N's path list since the link is bi-directional*/
FOR àll tenpList¡
{

c'=þnryL¡st¡fÙ]+c
new Path rtP = tentplrsr¡ appended with N
nPÍ01 = c'
IF c' <= N.d, x v

insert r¡p into Mpl maintaining order of increasing cost.

ì
)

l

3. Check Candidate List for the next node to process

IF c, not empty

{
set best candidate B such that for all ¿1¡ in cl, B.d,< nl¡.d,

remove I from c1

append B to sp¡
N= B
GOTO Step 2

)
ELSE

GOTO step 4
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4. Process stub nodes

FOR all transit, router nodes N,, in ll
{

FOR each stub node S linked to N,. that ìs not A
t

IF N¡, has at least one path to the root node,
(

link cost c = cost Íìom Nr. to S
new root distance 4'= N,,.d, + c
IF S.d,> d,'
{/xThere are other paths to this stub node and we found a shorter path*/

S.d, = di
FOR all S.p/¡:

IF S.pl¡[O] > 4'+ v
clear path from S.pl

l
lF d,' <= S.d,+v OR S.d. == 0
{/xThe new cost does not exceed the yariance boundary or there are no other paths to this stub

node yet*/

FOR all N,,.pl¡:

t
c' = N,,.plt Í01 + c
new Path nP = NþPl¡ aPPended with S
ttPl0l = c'
IF c'<= S.d.*v AND S.4 != 0

/*cost of new path does not exceed the varianca limit*/
insert r¡p into S.pl maintaining order of increasing cost.

)

Ì
IF S.d. == 0

S.d,= di
)

)

Ì

END
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